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 Haunted by visions, secrets of her being a Key, of her being the Alpha, 

secrets of her being the Alpha,  whispers of the Devil’s Eyes cult, whispers of 
the feared Devil’s Ghosts and burdened by destiny to die for the kingdom of 
darkness or for Tomorrow’s World Order. A young woman after escaping 

being sacrificed ion her eighteenth birthday on the Devil’s Eye Island; 
rediscovers her unknown calling as one of the Keys; special people who were 

entrusted with keeping keys that are needed to open the Gold Scriptures and 
be used to restore the lost Kingdom of Darkness. A forgotten lineage that 

has become her destiny and battles celestial shadows in the form of the 
Devil’s Ghosts to unravel the ultimate mystery that all this was preplanned 
even before God created the world. The very reason she is the Alpha and the 

Omega, the key to saving a shattered world and pronounce a new world 
order in the form of Tomorrow’s World Order. Or is this so? Or she is the 

one to be sacrificed as well by the new world order to save all humanity? 
In a utopian society teetering on the brink of divine chaos, a young woman 
burdened with celestial secrets must navigate political intrigue, forbidden 

romance, and an ancient cult's machinations to prevent God's dilemma from 
unraveling reality itself. 

Her ability to unraveling cryptic secrets, prophecies and confronting 
whispered conspiracies, a chosen sacrifice-queen delves into the secrets of a 

pre-existing cult in the form of the Devil’s Eyes cult and a celestial dilemma, 
holding the key to averting a divine war and the Third World War that 

could consume the world. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Brief logline and tagline. 

 
Logline: 

Hunted by both sides, on her eighteenth birthday a young woman 
escaped human sacrifice and is destined to save or doom humanity 
must unlock ancient secrets to the Gold Scriptures of the Devil’s 
Eyes cult and choose her path in a celestial war before it is too late. 

Tagline: 

One young woman, two destinies: Alpha or Omega, savior, or 
harbinger? Stand with Evelina in the battle for light. 

Detailed Logline and tagline. 
Logline: 
"In a shattered world destined for destruction, Evelina, the most 
hunted woman on Earth nearly sacrificed on her eighteenth birthday, 
becomes both Alpha and Omega to the Devil's Eyes cult and 
Tomorrow's World Order. As she navigates a perilous journey of 
sacrifice, betrayal, and divine conflicts, Evelina holds the key to 
rewriting history and averting the rise of an ancient evil. Can she defy 
destiny and save humanity, or is she the catalyst for its doom?" 
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Tagline: 
"From hunted sacrifice to the last hope of humanity, Evelina's epic 
journey through a broken world unveils secrets that challenge fate 
itself. Join her in a celestial battle, where divine conflicts, whispered 
truths, and the burden of choices shape the destiny of a world on the 
brink. Will Evelina solve God's dilemma, or become humanity's 
catalyst for doom? Embrace the darkness, unveil the secrets, and 
stand with Evelina in a quest for a future worth believing in." 
 
Summary. 

 
The novel is about a young woman named Evelina who is hunted by 
both the evil Devil's Eyes cult and the good Tomorrow's World 
Order. The Devil's Eyes cult wants to sacrifice her on her eighteenth 
birthday to restore the kingdom of darkness, while Tomorrow's 
World Order wants to protect her because she is the only one who 
can prevent the restoration of the kingdom of darkness. 

The novel is full of action, adventure, and suspense. It is a great read 
for anyone who enjoys fantasy novels. 

Main Summary. 

Step into the gripping world of "Evelina," where a broken world cries 
out for a savior, and destiny's plans unfold with chilling precision. 
Meet David, determined to establish Tomorrow's World Order, a 
new system of global law and order. However, as humanity hurtles 
towards destruction, it becomes clear that fate, set by gods before 
birth, cannot be averted.  

Enter Evelina, the most hunted woman on Earth, unexpectedly 
becoming the Alpha and Omega for the Devil's Eyes cult. The stakes 
are high as she holds the key to Tomorrow's World Order's triumph, 
yet the cost remains shrouded in sacrifice, betrayal, and impossible 
choices. Embark on Evelina's epic journey, from hunted sacrifice to 
reluctant savior, as she grapples with destiny, power, and the burden 
of choice. Will she survive the manhunt orchestrated by Tomorrow's 
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World Order? Unravel the secrets of Evelina, the last hope against 
ancient evil, and discover the mysteries of the Devil's Ghost and the 
Devil's Eyes cult. 

As the story unfolds, Evelina evolves from the hunted to the hope, 
facing divine conflicts, celestial dilemmas, and the ultimate choice 
between saving the Keys or humanity itself. In a world teetering on 
the edge, witness Evelina's rise from the 'wanted dead' to humanity's 
last hope, navigating divine wars and the shadows of the past. 

Join Evelina in a celestial battle for humanity's future, standing 
against the Devil's Eyes Cult and Tomorrow's World Order. Can she 
solve God's dilemma, or is she humanity's catalyst for doom? As 
whispers of hidden secrets and truths echo, Evelina holds the key to 
averting catastrophe, but the cost remains unknown. 

In a world rebuilding from darkness, Evelina and Tomorrow's World 
Order must grapple with power, sacrifice, and the shadows of the 
past to forge a path towards a just and enduring utopia. Will you 
choose sides with Evelina and witness the ultimate transformation 
from Alpha to Omega in this enthralling tale of destiny, sacrifice, and 
hope? 

Deep and Long Summary 

A broken world cries for a savior; in comes Tomorrow’s World 
Order with David aiming to put a new system of global law and 
order. However, as it turns out, humanity is destined for destruction, 
unable to avert a destiny planned by the gods even before they were 
all born. Out of nowhere, the most hunted woman, Evelina, becomes 
the Alpha—the first hope to the Devil’s Eyes cult—and the 
Omega—the only person to give Tomorrow’s World Order outright 
victory. But at what cost? 
One woman answers the call. This is the Evelina epic—a tale of 
sacrifice, betrayal by Alex, her childhood sweetheart, and love's 
impossible choices. Join Evelina's fight for a future worth believing 
in. As it turns out, this is not just a fight for survival for Evelina; it is 
a war for humanity. Stand with Evelina: The Alpha. One woman, a 
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shattered world, a forbidden cult. This is Evelina, the last hope 
against ancient evil. 
 
Hunted by a tyrannical regime led by Hudson and then Marson and 
haunted by destiny, a reluctant teenage heroine, after escaping being 
sacrificed on her eighteenth birthday, must embrace her unique 
powers to interpret the Gold Scriptures. Unraveling the secrets and 
doors to the kingdom of Darkness, she rises against overwhelming 
odds to save a broken world. 
From hunted sacrifice to reluctant savior, Evelina's journey through a 
fractured world confronts her with destiny, power, and the burden of 
choice, shaping her into the hero humanity needs. She forges unlikely 
alliances with Tomorrow’s World Order to break the grip of the 
Devil’s Eyes cult on humanity and reclaim humanity's destiny. But in 
a world where Tomorrow’s World Order depends on her being 
sacrificed to save humanity, what are the odds of her surviving this 
manhunt? 
 
Unravel the secrets of the last woman alive—the Alpha and the 
Omega. Rewrite history and the prophecies and discover the ultimate 
mystery in Evelina: The Omega. Whispers of the dreaded Devil’s 
Ghost, their ruthlessness, and rituals where they sacrifice Keys on 
their eighteenth birthday—the lucky people entrusted with secrets. 
But are they lucky, or must all be sacrificed to restore the kingdom of 
darkness? Join Evelina on this epic journey of discovery about the 
forgotten cult, hidden truths, and a celestial dilemma. Evelina: The 
Alpha and the Omega holds the key. 
Evelina, to the evil cult that existed even before the world was 
created, is the Alpha. The one to guarantee them outright victory. All 
they must do is sacrifice her at Devil’s Eye Island on her eighteenth 
birthday. Ultimate victory for them that will restore the kingdom of 
darkness and trigger the rise of the feared Devil’s ghost, who are to 
sacrifice two-thirds of the population in the dreaded forty-eight hours 
of darkness. Evelina’s death means the end of the world as we know 
it today, as the world will fall into complete darkness. The light will 
disappear forever, reverting the creation where God created light and 
divided the day into twelve hours of light and twelve hours of night. 
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Prevent Evelina’s sacrifice on her eighteenth birthday, and she will 
become the Omega to those who stand for good. The only woman to 
prevent the restoration of the kingdom of darkness or the Devil’s 
Eyes cult—a cult that existed even before God created the world. 
But this means that to restore the kingdom of darkness, the Devil’s 
Eye cult must hunt and kill all the twenty-four Keys entrusted with 
secrets on how to open the gold Scriptures books with all hidden 
secrets that go beyond creation. Once all Keys are dead and all 
secrets are amalgamated into one person, this will trigger the rise of 
the Devil-Is-I, the leader of the dark world. 
To prevent the restoration of the kingdom of Darkness and the rise 
of the feared, ruthless Devil’s Ghost and the Devil-Is-I himself, the 
good team must not only find the Keys first but protect them as well. 
But it is a thin line between life and death when the Keys must also 
die to save all humanity. It is a tough choice because, as it turns out, 
saving the Keys also means the end of all humanity, as the Keys must 
also die to save all humanity. 
 
What will the good side do when they discover that it is the Keys’ 
destiny for them to die? Will the good team save a Key even if it 
means the end of all humanity? 
 
This makes Evelina the most hunted woman on earth as the journey 
progresses. Both sides must have her dead to save their kingdoms. 
What will Evelina do when everyone, the Devil’s Eyes and 
Tomorrow’s World Order, wants her dead? 
Whispers of an ancient evil cult in the form of the Devil’s Eyes Cult, 
echoes of divine conflicts. In the storm, only Evelina can rise from 
the brink of being sacrificed alive to the position of the only woman 
to save all humanity from the Devil’s Eyes Cult and its evil regime. 
From the Alpha to the Omega, as the most hunted woman on earth, 
the future kingdoms depend on her. Her journey will rewrite history. 
Witness the rise of Evelina from the most ‘wanted dead’ to the only 
hope for humanity. Or is she the last hope of the world? 
 
Can you solve God's dilemma? Choose sides with Evelina in a 
celestial battle for humanity's future. Burdened by divine 
connections, she struggles to mend a broken world. Stand with 
Evelina in the face of God's dilemma. 
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Whispers of divine wars in the forty-eight hours of darkness and hell 
unleashed by the Devil’s Ghosts and the Devil’s Eyes. Whispers of 
hidden secrets and truths. Evelina holds the key to averting 
catastrophe but at what cost? Or can she? Or is she humanity’s 
catalyst for doom? 
In a world rebuilding from the ashes of darkness, a leader must 
grapple with the complexities of power, sacrifice, and the ever-
present shadows of the past to forge a path towards a truly just and 
enduring utopia. Welcome to Evelina and Tomorrow’s World Order. 
 

1. CHARACTERS IN EVELINA THE ALPHA 
 
Embark on a Journey with "Evelina the Alpha": Meet the Heroes and 
Enigmas 
 
Dive into the enthralling world of "Evelina the Alpha," where a 
kaleidoscope of characters weaves a tale of peril, passion, and the 
pursuit of justice. Let us unravel the vibrant tapestry of key players in 
this gripping narrative: 
 
The Unyielding Protagonists: 
 
Evelina: Our titular heroine, a young force of nature, wields 
extraordinary abilities that make her the symbol of rebellion against 
an oppressive regime. Fueled by unwavering courage and a profound 
sense of justice, Evelina is the spark that ignites hope in a dark world. 
 
Alex: Evelina's love interest, a skilled warrior, and a pillar of support 
throughout their tumultuous journey. His resourcefulness, loyalty, 
and protective nature add layers of complexity to their quest, making 
him an indispensable ally. 
 
Carolina: A sagacious mentor, Carolina guides Evelina in 
understanding her unique powers and steers her towards an 
inevitable destiny. Enigmatic and insightful, Carolina holds the key to 
unlocking the secrets of the past, adding layers of mystery to the 
unfolding narrative. 
 
Navigating the Complexities of Power: 
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David - Leader of Tomorrow's World Order: At the helm of 
Tomorrow's World Order, David seeks to forge a new global order, 
navigating the intricacies of power in a shattered world. Yet, his path 
is fraught with moral dilemmas and challenging choices as he 
grapples with the burdens of leadership. 
 
Bogdan - Tomorrow's World Order's Enigma: A shadowy figure 
within Tomorrow's World Order, Bogdan mirrors David's role as the 
organization's key player. Sharing the complexities of leadership, 
Bogdan adds an enigmatic layer to the unfolding saga, leaving readers 
questioning his true allegiance. 
 
Tangled Allegiances and Ambiguous Paths: 
 
As the plot thickens, Tomorrow's World Order, a force for change, 
reveals its true colors. The narrative delves into the conflicting 
priorities of its leaders, especially David, who faces the excruciating 
choice of sacrificing Evelina for the greater good or protecting her to 
save his own men. 
 
Step into a world where heroes grapple with destiny, love, and the 
ambiguous dance of power. Join Evelina and her allies on a 
rollercoaster of emotions, where sacrifices are demanded, allegiances 
are tested, and the true nature of leadership is unveiled. Will the 
heroes prevail, or will the shadows of conflicting priorities consume 
them all? The answers lie within the pages of "Evelina the Alpha," 
waiting to captivate and enthrall 
 
 
Antagonists: 
 
The Devil’s Eye Cult. 
 

Unveiling Darkness: The Enigma of The Devil's Eyes Cult 
 
Dive into the shadows of an ancient and ruthless cult, The 
Devil's Eyes, weaving a sinister tapestry to resurrect a dark 
god in the form of the dreaded Devil-Is-I. With loyal 
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assassins known as the Devil’s Eyes members and even 
deadlier accomplices, the feared Devil’s Ghosts, they harbor a 
malevolent plan—annihilate two-thirds of humanity within 
the ominous forty-eight hours of darkness, thrusting the 
world into eternal obscurity. Their mission: reclaim a 
kingdom they insist existed even before the dawn of God’s 
creation. 
 
Central to their apocalyptic ambition is Evelina, the enigmatic 
"Alpha," perceived as the linchpin to triggering the end of 
days if sacrificed on her 18th birthday. 
 
Intricate Machinations: 
 
The Devil's Eyes employ sinister rituals, involving human 
sacrifices, manipulation, and an unrelenting pursuit to capture 
Evelina. Operating from the shadows, they infiltrate various 
organizations, sowing discord to advance their clandestine 
agenda. A perilous list binds every powerful and affluent 
figure worldwide, from presidents to monarchs—they are all 
part of the Devil’s Eyes cult, and the list is shielded at the 
cost of lives. Every two millennia presents a golden 
opportunity for the cult to reclaim their lost kingdom of 
Darkness, and they will stop at nothing to shield this list. 
 
The Enigmatic Gold Scriptures: 
 
Whispers abound about the Gold Scriptures, controlling the 
world’s wealth. It is believed that possessing these sacred 
scriptures makes one the wealthiest entity on Earth. Yet, the 
Gold Scriptures vanished 2000 years ago when the list was 
exposed, leading to the eradication of the Devil’s Eye cult. 
The sudden emergence of the Keys, a group of twenty-four 
individuals entrusted with secrets to unlock the scriptures, 
signals their rediscovery. However, a grim reality looms: to 
access the scriptures, the regime must embark on a ruthless 
path of sacrifice, leading to the manhunt for Evelina. 
 
Leaders in the Shadows: 
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Leaders within the cult may shift, but their goal remains 
unwavering: Evelina's blood as the key to their dark god's 
resurgence. 
 
Embark on a journey into the heart of darkness, where 
ancient secrets, sinister rituals, and an impending apocalypse 
converge. Will Evelina elude the clutches of The Devil's Eyes, 
or will she become the sacrificial linchpin in the resurgence of 
an ancient evil? Unravel the enigma and brace yourself for a 
tale of shadows, sacrifice, and the battle against an ageless 
malevolence  

 
Unveiling Shadows: The Enigmatic Adversaries in "Evelina the 
Alpha" Series 
 
Dive into the labyrinth of intrigue and danger as Tomorrow's World 
Order, a benevolent organization led by the enigmatic David, takes 
center stage in the gripping saga. Unravel the complexities of power, 
control, and sacrifice that shape their sinister plans: 
 
Tomorrow's World Order: Architects of Control and Sacrifice 
 
Role: Masquerading as a force for global order, Tomorrow's World 
Order, under David's leadership, conceals a darker agenda. Initially, 
they shield Evelina from the Devil's Eyes, but their goal is to exploit 
her as the "Omega," a key to unlocking unparalleled power, even if it 
means her sacrifice. 
 
Methods: Armed with advanced technology, cunning propaganda, 
and ruthless strategies, Tomorrow's World Order weaves a web of 
manipulation around Evelina. As pawns in their grand design, she is 
forced to navigate a treacherous path where her abilities become both 
a blessing and a curse. 
 
Leaders: David, the calculating head of Tomorrow's World Order, 
embodies the organization's cold determination. Willing to sacrifice 
individual freedoms for their vision of order, David becomes a 
formidable adversary, posing a nuanced threat to Evelina's quest. 
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The Intricate Dance of Threats: 
 
Hudson and Marson: Leaders of the oppressive regime, these ruthless 
figures are driven by fanatical beliefs in the ancient Devil's Eyes Cult. 
As architects of tyranny, they embody cruelty, power-hunger, and the 
forces of darkness, creating a formidable opposition for Evelina. 
 
The President: Hungry for control over the Gold Scriptures, the 
president's ambitions jeopardize Evelina's fate. Eager to anoint his 
nephew as a Key, he raises the stakes, pushing the narrative into a 
moral quandary where personal gains clash with the sacrifice of a 
Key, Evelina herself. 
 
The Elders of the Devil's Eye Cult: Operating in the shadows, these 
mysterious figures manipulate events, safeguard the cult's list, protect 
the Gold Scriptures, and nominate the Keys. Their motives remain 
enigmatic, introducing an unpredictable element to the conflict. 
 
The Devil-Is-I: A mystical and menacing leader of the cult, wielding 
dark secrets and formidable power, casts a sinister shadow over 
Evelina's journey. With an influence that permeates the narrative, the 
Devil-Is-I stands as a formidable force. 
 
Devil Eyes Members: The bloodthirsty executioners of the Devil's 
Eyes Cult, these ruthless killers embody terror. Performing grisly 
rituals involving blood, they are fearless, relentless, and answerable 
only to the ominous Devil-Is-I, making them a nightmarish force to 
be reckoned with. 
 
As you delve deeper into the shadows of "Evelina the Alpha," be 
prepared for a thrilling odyssey where alliances shift, sacrifices loom, 
and the true nature of these adversaries gradually unfolds. Unearth 
the secrets, face the darkness, and follow Evelina's journey into the 
heart of this gripping saga. 
 
CHARACTERS IN THE BOOK: EVELINA THE OMEGA  
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"Evelina: The Omega" by David Gomadza introduces us to a vibrant 
cast of characters who navigate a dystopian world plagued by conflict 
and the looming threat of an ancient evil in the form of the Devil’s 
Eyes. Here are some of the key players: 
 
Protagonists: 
 
Evelina: Unraveling the Cosmic Tapestry in "The Omega" 
 
Embark on a riveting journey where the threads of destiny weave an 
intricate tale, and Evelina stands at the crossroads of salvation and 
destruction. In this installment of the Evelina series, the stage is set 
for a cosmic showdown, and the players are poised for their final 
moves. 
 
Protagonist: A Soul Torn Between Alpha and Omega 
 
Evelina: As the hunted "Alpha" and "Omega," Evelina's odyssey 
takes a gripping turn. In a world fractured by conflicting destinies, 
she grapples with the weight of her unique abilities. The shattered 
remnants of ancient texts whisper secrets that might tip the scales for 
good or plunge humanity into perpetual darkness. Evelina's choices 
become the fulcrum upon which the fate of all rests. 
 
Antagonists: Shadows Looming on the Horizon 
 
The Devil's Eyes Cult: An ancient malevolence, relentless and 
insatiable, persists in its pursuit of Evelina. Unyielding in their quest 
to resurrect a dark deity, the cult's leader orchestrates a sinister dance 
with destiny. As the plot thickens, their methods unfold, painting a 
chilling portrait of ritualistic pursuit and the imminent threat they 
pose to Evelina's existence. 
 
Tomorrow's World Order: Beneath the veneer of benevolence, 
David's organization casts an ominous shadow. The allure of absolute 
control propels them forward, viewing Evelina not just as an 
"Omega" but as a pawn essential to their grand design. The 
precarious dance between order and chaos intensifies, and Evelina 
finds herself ensnared in their calculated machinations. 
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The Cosmic Drama Unfolds: 
 
In "Evelina: The Omega," the lines blur between friend and foe, and 
the narrative hurtles towards a crescendo. The ancient echoes of the 
Devil's Eyes Cult reverberate, and Tomorrow's World Order's facade 
of order begins to crack. Evelina's journey becomes a gripping tale of 
sacrifice, resilience, and the relentless pursuit of hope. 
 
As you turn each page, brace yourself for revelations, betrayals, and 
the inexorable pull of destiny. Will Evelina emerge as humanity's 
salvation or its unwitting catalyst for doom? The cosmic tapestry 
awaits your exploration, and Evelina's story continues to captivate in 
this riveting chapter of the saga. 
 
Antagonists. 
 
Marson: The Shifting Shadow in Evelina's Saga Unveiled 
 
As the sun sets on Hudson's reign, the enigmatic Marson emerges as 
a ruthless force, injecting a new dimension of peril into Evelina's 
tumultuous world. Brace yourself as Marson, the antagonist in 
Evelina book series, takes center stage with ambition and a twisted 
pursuit of order. 
 
Evelina the Alpha: A Formidable Foe Rises 
 
Leader of the Devil's Eyes Cult: With Hudson's fall, Marson seizes 
the reins of power, elevating the oppressive regime to new heights of 
control. His ascent transforms him into a formidable adversary, 
relentless in his pursuit of Evelina. The stakes skyrocket as harsher 
measures are implemented, and the cat-and-mouse game intensifies. 
 
Master of Deceit: Marson does not wield only brute force but 
embraces the art of manipulation. Propaganda becomes his weapon, 
weaving webs of misinformation to turn the populace against 
Evelina. His deceitful tactics amplify the danger, adding layers of 
complexity to Evelina's quest for survival. 
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Evelina the Omega: An Unpredictable Dance with Danger 
 
Shifting Allegiances: In Evelina's evolving narrative, Marson's 
loyalties undergo a seismic shift. Internal conflicts within the Devil's 
Eyes cult and a power struggle within the Devil's Eye cult led him to 
consider a temporary alliance with Evelina in a trickery way after 
discovering that Evelina is the only true Key that can override all 
other keys and give him the leadership role and title of the Devil-Is-I. 
The lines blur as he navigates treacherous waters. 
 
Unpredictable Threat: Marson's unpredictable nature keeps Evelina 
on a perpetual edge. A head of cunning schemes, he becomes a 
constant source of danger and uncertainty. Switching sides based on 
circumstances, he weaves a web of unpredictability that challenges 
Evelina's every move. 
 
Evelina God's Dilemma Solved: A Negotiator or Puppeteer? 
 
Negotiator or Mediator: As the saga unfolds, Marson's role morphs 
into that of a mediator. In a tantalizing twist, he  navigated the 
turbulent waters between Evelina and opposing factions, attempting 
to resolve the enigmatic "God's Dilemma." A new facet of Marson 
emerges as he seeks a middle ground amidst chaos. But as before 
only after discovering that Evelina was more than just a Key as she 
could hand him victory outright but by her death. 
 
Hidden Agenda Unveiled: Beneath the façade of negotiation, 
Marson's personal ambitions linger. The negotiations become a 
chessboard for his manipulative schemes, pushing the boundaries to 
gain personal power or advantage. The dance of negotiation unfolds, 
shrouded in uncertainty. 
 
Evelina New World Order: The Machinations of Power 
 
Power Struggle: With the establishment of a new world order, 
Marson enters a political battleground. Clash ensues as he vies for 
control against powerful figures, challenging both the regimes 
military remnants and the Devil's Eye cult's leadership. Internal 
conflicts and political machinations reach a crescendo. 
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Uncertain Ally or Treacherous Threat: In a world teetering on the 
brink, Marson becomes an uncertain ally. His shifting allegiances and 
untrustworthy nature keep Evelina guessing. Only him knew of the 
looming threat of betrayal that hover, ready to plunge Evelina into 
deeper peril. 
 
Get ready to be enthralled as Marson's character evolves through 
alliances, betrayals, and the ever-changing landscape of Evelina's saga. 
The shifting shadow of Marson beckons, promising an electrifying 
journey through the pages of intrigue and danger. 
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LOGLINES, TAGLINES & PLOTS 
 
LOGLINES FOR THE EVELINA BOOK SERIES. 
"In a shattered world plagued by ancient malevolence in the form of 
the ruthless corrupt military regime, the structures of power and their 
secret evil cult the Devil’s Eyes Cult, Evelina emerges as the Alpha, 
Omega, and the Only Seal, wielding forbidden powers in the form of 
secrets to the world’s wealth and humanity’s doom to shatter the 
curse that grips humanity. As a hunted outcast turned reluctant 
savior, after a botched human sacrifice, her coming-of-age journey 
propels her into a cosmic conflict to prevent the dreaded forty-eight 
hours of darkness, navigating celestial dilemmas, internal divisions, 
and battling demonic forces in the form of the Devil’s Ghosts. The 
Evelina saga unfolds like 'Game of Thrones' meets 'X-Men,' where 
alliances are forged, sacrifices weigh heavy, and the fate of humanity 
rests on a heroine's shoulders. Or worse on a heroine’s death. Brace 
yourself for an epic fantasy that weaves intrigue, action, and the 
relentless pursuit of utopian dreams – a journey where hope contends 
with chaos, and Evelina stands as humanity's last beacon against 
impending doom. Can she stop the impending doom or is the 
catalyst to humanity’s doom as David and his team will discover." 
 
1. LOGLINE FOR EVELINA THE ALPHA. 
In the scorched aftermath of an apocalyptic regime, an 18-year-old 
girl, hunted by the malevolent cult ruling the wasteland after a 
botched sacrifice on her eighteenth birthday, discovers her 
extraordinary powers in the form of secrets she holds since birth, and 
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what these secrets mean to all power hungry leaders of the world, and 
the blood thirsty members of the Devils Eyes cult, thrusting her into 
a desperate battle first for her survival and a discovery of for her role 
in humanity's survival against ancient evil in the form of the Devil’s 
Eyes cult. 'Evelina: The Alpha' weaves a character-driven saga where 
destiny collides with rebellion, revealing a fierce warrior princess 
rising against overwhelming odds to reshape a broken world. As 
cryptic secrets, visions and whispers unveil an intriguing mystery, she 
must navigate a perilous quest, unlocking the secrets of her lineage 
and destiny to fulfill a secret and prophecy that holds the key to 
breaking the shackles of an ancient cult. With themes of sacrifice, 
redemption, and the clash between leadership and personal freedom, 
this action-packed adventure propels Evelina into a thrilling fight for 
the future of humanity. What role does her role as the Alpha and the 
Only True Seal play in determining not just her destiny, but humanity 
is as well? 
 
 
2.  LOGLINE FOR EVELINA THE OMEGA 
In a world where whispers of ancient evil in the form of the Devil’s 
Eyes cult echo through ravaged lands and metropolitan cities, 
Evelina, the last Omega, stands alone. Haunted by secrets as the Key, 
the Alpha and the Omega, secrets lost to time, she wields forbidden 
powers, powers to control the world’s wealth and who is in power, 
hunted by the Devil’s Ghost, the Devil’s Eyes cult and the Devil-Is-I 
himself. To save herself first and humanity, she must escape into 
hiding and later forge unlikely alliances with a ragtag band of rebels in 
Tomorrow’s World Order and the regime itself against the dreaded 
Devil’s Ghosts lurking in blighted lands,  treacherous islands, and the 
metropolitan cities. Unveiling forgotten secrets to the Gold 
Scriptures and lost worlds, Evelina's perilous journey becomes a 
desperate gamble against a devastating destiny and a chance to 
rewrite history and the very prophecy that threatens to consume her 
world. Faced with choices between self-preservation, vengeance, 
unity, and saving humanity, she must confront her deepest fears of 
being killed just after turning 18 years old, and unleash her true 
power, for everything hangs in the balance. Prepare for a thrilling 
odyssey of sacrifice, redemption, power, and the ultimate battle for 
survival. 
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3. LOGLINE FOR EVELINA GOD'S DILEMMA SOLVED. 
In a utopian society hanging on the precipice of divine chaos, a 
young woman, adorned with celestial power in the form of holding 
secrets to an evil cult and the world’s wealth, embarks on a thrilling 
journey through political intrigue, forbidden romance, and the 
sinister machinations of an ancient Devil’s Eyes cult. 'Evelina: God's 
Dilemma Solved' propels readers into a character-driven narrative, 
where a reluctant savior faces an impossible choice—balancing her 
survival in the face of death, her heart's desires against the duty of her 
soul to avert a celestial conflict capable of unraveling reality itself. 
Amidst the gleaming towers of a utopian city, this action-packed 
adventure unfolds, revealing a hidden war against ancient Devil’ 
Ghosts, political adversaries: the regime and Tomorrow’s World 
Order, and the protagonist's own doubts, all in a bid to safeguard 
humanity from the impending celestial catastrophe if the Kingdom of 
Darkness is restored. As cryptic secrets, whispers and prophecies 
unravel and whispered conspiracies surface, a lone 18-year-old 
woman dives into the secrets of a pre-existing cult and a God’s 
dilemma, holding the key to averting a divine war set to consume the 
world in the battle of good and evil. In this world burdened by divine 
conflict, the young protagonist must confront her faith, embrace her 
power, and challenge the very nature of God's choices to navigate a 
path between celestial chaos and a fragile hope for humanity. Picture 
'Blade Runner' colliding with 'Doctor Strange' in this mind-bending 
sci-fi thriller, where a woman with divine connections races against 
time to prevent a cosmic power struggle that threatens to obliterate 
the utopian future she tirelessly strives to protect. 
 
 
 
4 LOGLINES FOR EVELINA NEW WORLD ORDER. 

 
In a utopia carved from the charred bones of tyranny, Evelina, the 
Alpha, the Omega, the Only True Seal, walks a razor's edge. Hunted 
by the Devil's Eyes' spectral assassins and haunted by whispers of her 
own demise, she wears the crown of the New World Order with 
thorns of destiny piercing her every breath. Betrayal slithers through 
the gilded halls, and whispers of ancient conspiracies gnaw at the 
utopian dream's foundation. 
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Yet, Evelina is no trembling butterfly. She commands elite warriors, 
their blades flashing defiance against rogue factions and the Devil's 
Ghost monstrosities spawned from the darkest magic. But shadows 
creep deeper than monstrous claws. Within, doubt festers, a 
poisonous vine twisting around her will to live. Fulfilling the 
prophecy means her own sacrifice, a bitter truth gnawing at her 
resolve. 

Across the treacherous web of diplomacy, where hidden daggers 
flash in silken smiles, a relentless investigator named David hunts for 
truths that could unravel their fragile existence. Every unearthed 
secret is a tremor beneath their feet, threatening to plunge the utopia 
into the abyss. 

Can Evelina confront the demons within, the spectral eyes watching 
from the shadows, and the gnawing emptiness that threatens to 
consume her? Or will her dream, built on the blood of a tyrant, 
drown in the tide of its own contradictions, dragging her, the good, 
the regime, and humanity itself into the crushing darkness? 

In this pulse-pounding sci-fi odyssey where hope dances on the 
knife's edge, one woman's choices carve the fate of worlds. Prepare 
to dive into a labyrinth of secrets, where shadows whisper of ancient 
evils and every victory carries the weight of a thousand sacrifices. Will 
Evelina rise as the phoenix from the ashes of her destiny, or become 
the embers of a utopia turned to dust? 

 
 
 
 
TAGLINE FOR THE EVELINA BOOK SERIES 
 
From cursed legacy to the architect of destiny, Evelina's journey 
rewrites the tale of one woman against a broken world. Feel the 
echoes of ancient evils, the whispers of divine conflicts, and join 
Evelina in a saga where hope and chaos collide. This is not just an 
epic, but a journey through sacrifice, betrayal, and love's impossible 
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choices. Fear her power, admire her courage, and witness the rise of a 
heroine forged in fire and defiance. In a world divided, Evelina 
unites, unraveling the true meaning of leadership and forging a future 
worth believing in. Join the fight, witness the power of choice, and 
discover a world where faith contends with chaos. Evelina: where 
every choice spark destiny and every sacrifice ignites hope. 
 
1. TAGLINE FOR EVELINA THE ALPHA 

Cursed land. Forbidden power. One woman rises. Evelina: 
The Alpha. 

Forget heroes. Meet Evelina, the last stand for humanity. 

Love or power? Sacrifice or survival? Choose with Evelina: 
The Alpha. 

Whispers of magic, echoes of prophecy. Light's last warrior: 
Evelina. 

Every choice spark destiny. Every sacrifice ignites hope. This 
is Evelina. 

 
 
 
2 TAGLINES FOR EVELINA THE OMEGA. 
Omega power, ancient evil. One-woman, last hope. Unleash Evelina. 
Survivor to savior, hunted to hero. Evelina: The Omega's journey 
ignites. 
Whispers of conspiracy, blades of defiance. Rise with Evelina: The 
Omega. 
 
 
3. TAGLINE FOR EVELINA GOD'S DILEMMA SOLVED. 
In a utopia teetering on divine chaos, Evelina wields forbidden 
secrets to avert God's dilemma and rewrite reality itself. Choose sides 
in a celestial battle for humanity's future. 
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Haunted by celestial choices, Evelina battles ancient Devil's Ghosts, 
political intrigue, and forbidden love to save her utopian dream. 
Witness her extraordinary journey as she stands against divine forces. 
Join Evelina as she confronts divine wars, hidden truths, and a pre-
existing cult, holding the key to averting catastrophe in a world on 
the brink. 
 
 
4. TAGLINE FOR EVELINA NEW WORLD ORDER 
Utopia forged in blood, shadows looming within. Can Evelina mend 
the cracks before New World Order crumbles? Join the fight for the 
future. 
Visionary leader, haunting past, hidden secrets, and rebellion. 
Evelina: New World Order. Love, sacrifice, and impossible choices in 
a world teetering on chaos. 
Thrilling clashes, political machinations, and a desperate fight for 
survival. Welcome to Evelina's new challenge. 
 
 
THE PLOT OF THE BOOK SERIES EVELINA. 
 
In Evelina: The Alpha, a thrilling blend of action, romance, and 
mystery, we are thrust into a dystopian future where humanity teeters 
on the brink of extinction. Here is a glimpse into the plot: 
 
Setting the Stage: 
 
A thousand years have passed since a brutal regime rose to power, 
worshipping an ancient evil cult known as the Devil’s Eyes cult and 
ruthlessly oppressing the populace. 
 
Humanity is divided into two classes: the privileged Elites who serve 
the Cult and the Tomorrow’s World Order who are part of the 
working class who toil for their survival. 
 
Evelina, our protagonist, is an extraordinary young woman born into 
the working class. She has just turned 18 years old and possesses 
exceptional intelligence, beauty, physical prowess, and a strong sense 
of justice, unaware of the destiny that awaits her. 
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Unveiling the Truth: 
 
Evelina's life takes a dramatic turn on her 18th birthday during a trip 
to Devil’s Eye Island. A mix-up with another woman of the same 
name saves her from being sacrificed. The manhunt that follows 
leads her through a chain of revelations: she is the prophesied Alpha, 
the chosen one destined to overthrow the Cult and usher in a new era 
for humanity. However, as time progresses, she realizes that to the 
Kingdom of Darkness, she is the Alpha, meaning she must die first 
for them to attain victory. The sacrifice was intended to give the 
Devil’s Eyes cult outright victory, allowing them to restore the 
Kingdom of Darkness—a cult they believed existed even before 
God’s creation days. To make matters worse, she discovers that her 
sacrifice opens doors for the anointment of the President’s nephew 
into riches. The Gold Scriptures, meant for those on the cult’s list, 
promise a share of the world’s riches. The president’s determination 
to enroll as many members of his family into the cult and gain wealth 
associated with membership means imminent and inevitable death 
for Evelina, as he demands her sacrifice. But it is nothing personal; 
she just happens to be the key to the door for his nephew. 
 
After escaping the sacrifice ordeal unharmed, she discovers that, 
apart from being the Alpha—the most hunted one to give outright 
victory to the evil cult—she is also the Omega. She is the one to hand 
victory to the good side with the inevitable and imminent death by 
the Kingdom of Darkness. This is because there is no way the 
regime, with all its military and ruthless leaders in Hudson and later 
Marson, would let her do that at their expense. That meant death. 
 
After all this, she discovers that she is not only the Alpha and the 
Omega but also the Only True Seal. One with powers to erase and 
eliminate all other Keys and hand victory to the Devil’s Eyes cult at 
the expense of Tomorrow’s World Order and everyone who stands 
for good. This means changing sides and her becoming the most 
hunted woman on earth, as both sides now combine to hunt her, all 
with one goal: to kill her. To save humanity in the case of 
Tomorrow’s World Order or to restore the Kingdom of Darkness. 
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Moreover, she was a Key as well. A special person chosen before 
birth to harbor secrets to the Gold Scriptures—the oldest book that 
existed before God’s creation. Twenty-four Keys were chosen, each 
representing an hour of the day and a chapter of the Gold Scriptures. 
Each Key was assigned to open a chapter of the Gold Scriptures and 
reveal secrets in that chapter. Secrets used to run the world and 
determine wealth and the course of history.  
 
Evelina was not limited to opening only the chapter assigned to her; 
she possessed the power to stand for lost Keys in case of unexpected 
deaths among them. This meant she had the ability to override 
others. Hudson, the leader of the Devil’s Eyes cult, discovered the 
existence of the Keys, prompting him to embark on a ruthless 
journey to eliminate all of them. Evelina became a prime target amid 
all her ordeals. Recognizing that all powers would shift to the leader 
of the cult in her presence, Hudson assembled a determined team to 
kill her, securing not only her powers but also the wealth that 
accompanied them. 
 
The revelation of a list containing all members of the cult triggered 
another manhunt by Tomorrow’s World Order. They sought to 
reclaim the lost seats representing Keys and hours of the day. This 
ruthless search and manhunt for Evelina occurred as the regime and 
the cult rushed to consolidate power, aiming to raise the feared 
Devil’s Ghost. The cult believed this entity would slaughter two-
thirds of the population, including all those who stood for good, 
meaning Tomorrow’s World Order included. 
 
Tomorrow’s World Order came to realize that the Devil’s Eyes cult, 
the regime, and the leadership in Hudson and Marson were 
exploiting Evelina to identify all other Keys. To prevent the deaths of 
the Keys, Tomorrow’s World Order had to find a way to stop 
Evelina from being used to locate them. This dire situation led to the 
conclusion that killing her was necessary to save all twenty-three 
Keys. To compound matters, Evelina held the keys to the Devil’s 
Ghosts. Her sacrifice or conception in later stages would trigger the 
rise of these dreaded entities—bloodthirsty assassins, celestials, or 
real humans. They would rise to protect the leader of the cult once all 
Keys had died, resulting in the consolidation of power into one, the 
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Devil-Is-I himself. Alternatively, they would protect the mother and 
child after Evelina or the other chosen woman had conceived, 
signifying imminent and inevitable death for all those who stood for 
good. 
 
Evelina’s powers to dictate other Keys and to override them as the 
Only True Seal posed dangers from other Keys who sought self-
preservation. They perceived her as the problem and a threat to 
themselves. This introduces Stacey, a ruthless and tactical weapons 
specialist a former presidential bodyguard who discovered as well 
that she is one of the Keys.  
 
In order to self-preserve, she targeted Evelina especially after 
discovering that if Evelina dies first then she can take her place. In an 
epic journey of survival, she embarks on eliminating Evelina first so 
that she become the Only True Seal and to make things worse the 
Catalyst. One to sped up things by automatically write-off everything 
in the scriptures and add even an additional chapter 25 changing the 
world we know today that has twenty-four to the day making future 
days have 25 hours to the day. The one that could erase all chapters 
and rewrite the Gold Scriptures. Meaning rewriting history and 
control the world’s wealth. A big incentive to want Evelina dead. 
That means to stop the restoration of the Kingdom of Darkness 
meant the death of both Evelina and Stacey making these the most 
hunted and wanted dead. 
 
This discovery catapults Evelina into a whirlwind of danger and 
adventure. She must navigate a treacherous world filled with blood-
thirsty ruthless assassins in the Devil’s Eyes member, their Devil’s 
Ghosts, cunning politicians in the greedy President, Hudson, his 
nephew Jamie, Marson and others, and even those within her own 
circle who seek to betray her. To make things worse in Tomorrow’s 
World Order and especially David who was now torn between a thin 
line of saving his men by killing the Keys first before the regime and 
its ruthless leaders and the Devil’s Eye’s cult kill the Keys to bring 
forward the end of the days meaning the beginning of the Kingdom 
of Darkness. 
 
Love, Loss, and Rebellion: 
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Evelina finds unexpected allies in her journey, at first forging deep 
bonds with her childhood sweetheart Alex and attract the admiration 
of a courageous Elite soldier named Kai and a later an arranged 
soulmate by the name Calvin a carbon copy of Alex her childhood 
sweetheart. 
 
However, her path is fraught with heartbreak and loss as Alex 
abandoned her to protect her only to find out that the regime and the 
Devil’s Eye cult had her as the target from the word go and not 
himself as he had thought. Making him try to amend his mistakes 
resulting in his death and he became vicious and determined to find 
her and set the record straight that only her he truly loved. Something 
that made him underestimate risks resulting in his death. She 
witnesses the brutal and ruthless and determined manhunt to kill her 
from all sides of the earth. She grapples with reality of dying just as 
she had turned 18 years and still a virgin. Above the sacrifices she 
must make to fulfill her destiny. Whether to kill herself to save other 
Keys, to be killed to save all humanity, to be killed to restore the 
Kingdom of Darkness or to die for Tomorrow’s World Order. 
 
The story also explores a ‘forbidden’ romance between Evelina and 
Calvin at the end. An arranged married to a ‘clone’ of her childhood 
sweetheart Alex, adding a layer of emotional complexity to their fight 
against the regime in Marson and the Devil’s Eye’s cult. 
 
Confronting the Darkness: 
 
As Evelina hones her strength, skills and gathers her forces, she 
prepares for a final showdown against the Cult's tyrannical leader, the 
ruthless Marson and tries to form alliances with Tomorrow’s World 
Order by challenging David to save her instead of his bodyguards as 
those who stand for good face annihilation by the rise of the feared 
Devil’s Ghosts in the dreaded forty-eighty hours of darkness. It is a 
thin line between death and hope as the Alpha, the Omega, the Key 
has become also the Only True Seal to seal the end of the days and 
hand victory to David’s enemies and trigger a new world order 
reigned by her unborn child and the Devil-Is-I meaning being spared 
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if she chose the Kingdom of Darkness at David and his men’s 
expense. 
It is a rush against time and fate to stop the regime, the Devil’s Eyes, 
the rise of the Devil’s Ghost and the conception by Evelina of the 
Devil-Is-I’s child. The one to guaranteed doom for those who stand 
for good; Tomorrow’s World Order included. 
 
The climax promises an epic battle not just for freedom but for all 
mankind’s existence and the fight for celestial powers as a win for the 
Kingdom of Darkness would also mean the reversal of God’s 
creation. Meaning failing to solve God’s Dilemma of enabling 
continuation of creation because all what the Devil’s cult want is to 
reverse God’s creation. Putting things as God’s found them, where 
darkness was reigning. Imagine a world without creation? The defeat 
of God. Where Evelina must harness her inner strength and courage 
to overcome insurmountable odds. 
 
Themes and Significance: 
 
Evelina: The Alpha delves into themes of creation, rewriting creation 
, history, and everything we know today, hope and resilience in the 
face of oppression, the power of love and sacrifice, and the 
unwavering fight for justice and one man’s determination of putting a 
new system that guarantees the future. 
It is a story that test our existence, questions creation and all what we 
know about celestial and divine powers and our intended destiny as 
humans. 
It is a story that not only entertains but also prompts readers to 
reflect on our destiny and roles here on earth, the afterlife and 
everything to do with creation, the choices we make and the 
responsibility we bear to create a better future. 
. The book offers a much deeper and nuanced experience, filled with 
twists and turns, memorable characters, and thought-provoking 
themes from creation to self-sacrifice for others. So, if you are 
looking for a captivating read that will keep you on the edge of your 
seat, Evelina the book series, TV series and film scripts are definitely 
worth checking out!  
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2. THE PLOT OF THE BOOK: EVELINA THE OMEGA 
 
Evelina The Omega by David Gomadza, the sequel to Evelina: The 
Alpha, plunges us into a world teetering on the brink of annihilation. 
Here is a glimpse into the gripping plot: 
 
Facing God's Dilemma: 
 
The first woman, Evelina the Alpha; after escaping a human sacrifice 
by the needle of the thread has discovered that she is also the 
"Omega" and humanity's last hope. But with this immense 
responsibility comes a devastating truth: God's creation lies flawed, 
facing an inevitable "Endgame." 
To stop this, she must die but this time by the hands of those who 
stand good who must kill her before the onset of the dreaded cult the 
Kingdom of Darkness with its Devil’s Eyes cult that is poised to kill 
two-thirds of the world’s population meaning all those who stand for 
good. 
 
Evelina grapples with the burden of destiny. Her fate is sealed there 
is only the changing of hands for those who are to kill her. Being the 
Alpha meant being sacrificed on her eighteenth birthday. Being the 
Omega meant being sacrificed by Tomorrow’s World Order. Can she 
rectify God's error and save humanity, but only through her death or 
is extinction an unavoidable fate? 
 
Demons in the form of the Devil’s Ghosts, Prophecies written in the 
Gold Scriptures where she was one of the so called lucky few 
entrusted with secrets to its chapters for a share of the world’s 
wealth. But with greedy leaders like those who control banks and the 
government who are on the Devil’s Eye’s list will she ever see her 
share of the wealth or they would rather sacrifice her and take all her 
secrets and her wealth? , Her quest for the Key which she later found 
the true meaning of being a Key all set a journey of discovery and 
danger. 
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The Devil’s Eyes and their Devil Ghosts, led by the ruthless Hudson 
and later Marson, stir in the shadows, seeking to exploit the Endgame 
and claim the restoration of the lost Kingdom of Darkness and 
reverse creation by God. 
 
A whispers and secrets in the recently found Gold Scriptures that 
were lost for the past 2000 years and cryptic cultic prophecies among 
the elders of the Devil’s Eye’s cult points towards a "Key" that holds 
the power to rewrite fate. Evelina, alongside her loyal confidante Alex 
and later Calvin, to clear her name embarks on a perilous quest to 
uncover the truth and this Key before it falls into the wrong hands. 
Only to discover that Keys were 24 people chosen within the past 25 
years when the Gold Scriptures were recovered from the ocean. Keys 
that know secrets that are needed to open each of the 24 chapters of 
the Gold Scriptures. 
 
Love, Loyalty, and Sacrifices: 
 
Their journey is fraught with danger and betrayal. Evelina struggles to 
trust even those closest to her after being as loyalties are tested and 
alliances shift.  After she was betrayed by Alex who jumped over the 
bridge to save her from the regime after the death of his father. 
 
The forbidden love between Evelina and Alex alters Calvin and the 
interest from Kai deepens, but the weight of their destinies threatens 
to tear them apart. Can their love survive the impending apocalypse? 
 
Confronting Destiny and Unraveling the Mystery: 
 
As Evelina delves deeper into the secrets of her destiny as a sacrificial 
lamb, she discovers shocking truths about God's intentions and the 
true nature of creation. But she was no Jesus and why would she die 
only after turning 18 years old and still a virgin? 
 
Faced with impossible choices and devastating sacrifices, Evelina 
must confront her destiny and decide the fate of humanity in a heart-
stopping climax. The only question is what the regime, the Devil’s 
Eye’s cult, David, and Tomorrow’s World Order would do. She was 
not a Jesus and she loved life. 
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Themes and Significance: 
 
Evelina The Omega explores themes of creation and evil, free will vs. 
destiny, the power of love in the face of despair, and the ultimate 
question of humanity's worth in the grand scheme of existence. 
 
The story challenges readers to confront their own mortality and 
ponder the choices that define us. It is a thrilling yet introspective 
narrative that leaves a lasting impact. 
 
The book offers a richly detailed and emotional experience, with 
unexpected twists, complex characters, and profound philosophical 
questions. If you are looking for a thought-provoking and 
suspenseful read, Evelina the Omega is definitely worth exploring! 
 
 
3. THE PLOT OF THE BOOK: EVELINA GOD'S DILEMMA 
SOLVED. 
 
 
"Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved" is the third book in the Evelina 
series, these are the key plots in "God's Dilemma Solved"  
 
Central Conflict: 
 
The story revolves around a hidden secret and an evil, brutal regime 
practicing a cult that predates God's creation. This regime poses a 
significant threat to life as we know it as it threatens to reverse God’s 
creation and turn the world back into darkness by restoring the 
Kingdom of Darkness led by the Devil-Is-I himself. 
Evelina, the titular character, plays a crucial role in confronting this 
threat. She possesses unique abilities in the form of knowing critical 
secrets needed to open the Gold Scriptures that could be the key to 
stopping the regime. 
 
Key Plot Points: 
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The book delves deeper into the origins and nature of the evil cult 
and its connection not just to God's existence but to the very essence 
of creation. 
Evelina faces significant challenges and obstacles as she tries to 
overcome the regime, its cult, and its nefarious plans. 
The story explores themes like creation, faith, good versus evil, 
sacrifice, and the fight for survival. 
Expect a thrilling climax where Evelina and her allies confront the 
forces of darkness in a decisive battle. 
 
 
In "Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved," powerful themes weave 
themselves into the thrilling narrative. Here are some of the most 
prominent: 
 
Creation, Faith, and Religion: 
 
The book delves into complex questions about creation, the nature of 
God and faith. It challenges traditional beliefs and explores the 
impact of a pre-existing cult that contradicts God's existence. 
Evelina's own journey grapples with questions of faith and doubt in 
face of death, adding a personal layer to the exploration of these 
themes. 
 
Good versus Evil: 
 
The central conflict pits Evelina and her allies against a brutal regime 
practicing a dark and ancient cult. This creates a clear dichotomy 
between good and evil, driving the narrative forward. 
The book delves into the motivations and complexities of both sides, 
making it more than a simple battle between light and darkness. 
 
Sacrifice and Choice: 
 
Evelina and other characters face difficult choices throughout the 
story, often requiring significant sacrifices for the greater good. 
The book explores the moral dilemmas and emotional repercussions 
of these choices, adding depth and weight to the characters' actions. 
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Free Will and Destiny: 
 
The existence of the pre-existing cult raises questions about free will 
and predetermined destinies. The characters grapple with their own 
agency and the forces beyond their control. 
The book presents different perspectives on this theme, leaving room 
for interpretation and philosophical contemplation. 
 
Hope and Resilience: 
 
Despite the dark forces at play, "God's Dilemma Solved" ultimately 
conveys a message of hope and resilience. Evelina's fight for a better 
future inspires hope, and the characters' perseverance in the face of 
adversity displays the power of human resilience. 
Power and Responsibility: 
 
Evelina's newfound abilities and leadership role raise questions about 
the responsibility that comes with power. The book explores the 
potential for both positive and negative impacts of wielding immense 
power. 
The book's richness lies in its exploration of these themes through its 
captivating plot, well-developed characters, and thought-provoking 
questions. By engaging with these themes, the story transcends the 
boundaries of a simple sci-fi adventure and invites readers to ponder 
deeper philosophical and existential questions. 
 
 
 
 
4. THE PLOT OF THE BOOK: EVELINA NEW WORLD 
ORDER. 
 
Evelina New World Order, the fourth book in Evelina series, picks 
up after the thrilling events of the previous installments. Here is a 
breakdown of the main plot points: 
 
Victory and a New Dawn: 
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The evil regime led by Marson that plagued the world has been 
defeated, thanks to the combined efforts of Evelina and her allies. 
The book opens with the establishment of the Tomorrow's World 
Order, a utopian society led by benevolent principles. 
Evelina, now revered as a heroine, takes on a crucial role in shaping 
this new world, aiming to create a future free from war, poverty, and 
suffering alongside David, Carolina, and Bogdan. 
 
Challenges and Resistance: 
 
Despite the promise of utopia, not everyone embraces the 
Tomorrow's World Order. Pockets of resistance emerge, fueled by 
those who oppose the radical change or harbor resentment towards 
Evelina and her power. 
These pockets of resistance pose a significant threat to the fragile 
peace, forcing Evelina and her allies to remain vigilant and confront 
new challenges. 
 
Internal Conflicts and Moral Dilemmas: 
 
Even within the Tomorrow's World Order, internal conflicts arise. 
After the discovery that Evelina as a sacrificial entity can stop the 
suffering of David’s men who are now hunted by the regime who 
aim to eliminate all opposing that can be a threat to be recently 
anointed the Devil-Is-I and to safeguard his unborn baby either 
conceived by Evelina or Carolina one of the top leaders of 
Tomorrow’s World Order. Different factions hold varying views on 
how to govern and maintain peace, leading to debates and power 
struggles. 
Evelina grapples with moral dilemmas as she navigates these 
conflicts, striving to uphold the ideals of the new world while facing 
difficult choices and unforeseen consequences. 
 
Personal Growth and Sacrifice: 
 
The book delves deeper into Evelina's character, exploring her 
emotional journey as she comes to terms with the burden of 
leadership and the weight of past experiences. 
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Her personal growth is intertwined with the fate of the new world, 
and she may be forced to make significant sacrifices to ensure its 
survival. 
Overall, Evelina New World Order is a story about hope, resilience, 
and the ongoing struggle to build a better future. It is a captivating 
blend of action, political intrigue, and personal growth, making it a 
must-read for fans of the series and anyone who enjoys thought-
provoking science fiction. 
The true depth and excitement of the plot lie in experiencing the 
book itself. So, dive in and discover the twists and turns that await 
you in Evelina's New World Order! 

. 
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SYNOPSIS 
 
SYNOPSIS OF THE EVELINA BOOK SERIES. 
 
 
 
The Evelina book series by David Gomadza is an epic saga spanning 
multiple novels, each filled with captivating characters, intricate 
worldbuilding, and thrilling adventures. Here is a glimpse into the 
series' overarching narrative: 
 
Evelina: The Alpha 
 
The story begins in a desolate island and then to the megacity, were 
humanity clings to survival. Enter Evelina, an 18-year-old young 
woman ostracized for her unusual unknown secrets and abilities. 
Haunted by visions, whispers and secrets and burdened by a cryptic 
destiny, she embarks on a perilous journey to fulfill her role as the 
Alpha the true hope for the Devil’s Eyes cult who must sacrifice her 
to restore the Kingdom of Darkness destroyed by the act of creation 
by God. Sacrificing her on her eighteenth birthday means victory for 
the Kingdom of Darkness and reversal of creation by God. But she 
survived the intended sacrifice leading to the biggest manhunt in the 
history of the world as the president seeks to anoint his nephew into 
the world of the rich and powerful. Evelina was to be the key to open 
the door for his nephew. A botched sacrifice would only mean a 
manhunt by the president himself using all the countries resource to 
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search for Evelina. This made Tomorrow’s World Order suspect that 
Evelina was not just hunted for ‘the killings of the president’s 
servicemen’ as alleged but probably the answer to defeating the 
regime and its evil cult the Devil’s Eyes cult. That made her the last 
hope for a shattered world and embarks David on a truth finding 
quest until he realized that humanity’s fate was sealed even before 
God created the world. It became a quest to safe humanity from 
destruction even if that means sacrificing Evelina herself. But her 
love for life meant her going into hiding. 
 
Evelina: The Omega 
 
Across treacherous islands and blighted lands, Evelina leads a 
desperate band of survivors against monstrous horrors and a fallen 
angel's wrath. As she delves into the secrets of a cursed civilization 
and uncovers forgotten magic, she confronts not only external 
threats but also the shadows of her own past. 
 
Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved 
 
In a utopia built on the ashes of Hudson and later Marson’s tyranny, 
Evelina faces a new kind of challenge. Burdensome leadership, 
betrayal and forbidden romance, and whispers of rebellion test her 
resolve as she navigates a precarious peace threatened by celestial 
conflicts and an ancient cult's machinations. 
 
Evelina: New World Order Solved 
 
With the fragile utopia teetering on the brink of chaos, Evelina must 
confront her destiny not only as the Alpha; the one to give outright 
victory to the evil cult the Devil’s Eyes cult, or as the Omega the one 
through her death to grant victory to Tomorrow’s World Order and 
lastly as the Key as well as the Only True Seal; the one to give the 
Kingdom of Darkness their lost kingdom by reversing God’s 
creation. Internal dissent and external dangers as David’s men are 
hunted as protectors of Evelina by the regime as well as the cult. 
Rogue remnants of the old regime, the rise of the feared Devil’s 
Ghosts , and the seeds of internal conflict threaten to dismantle her 
meticulously constructed life on top of everything she has faced, 
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pushing her to the brink of sacrifice to protect the world she strives 
to safeguard. 
 
Themes and Intrigue 
 
Beyond the captivating plot, the Evelina series explores profound 
themes of creation, destiny, choice, power, and the battle between 
good and evil. Each book delves into different aspects of these 
themes, keeping readers engaged and reflecting on the complex 
choices characters face. Additionally, the series is filled with mysteries 
and unanswered questions, propelling readers forward as they piece 
together clues about the ancient world, the true nature of the threats, 
and the ultimate fate of Evelina and her world. 
 
A World Filled with Adventure 
 
From desolate islands to utopian cities and celestial realms, the 
Evelina series offers a diverse and immersive world brimming with 
possibilities. Readers can expect thrilling battles, perilous quests, 
unexpected twists, and unforgettable characters who leave a lasting 
mark. 
 
A Saga Worth Exploring 
 
Whether you are a fan of creation or divinity, fantasy, dystopian 
fiction, or simply enjoy captivating stories with strong female leads, 
the Evelina book series is an epic journey worth taking. With its 
engaging narrative, well-developed characters, and thought-provoking 
themes, it promises to leave you enthralled and eager to discover 
what lies in store for Evelina and her world. 
 
So, dive into the Evelina saga and prepare to be swept away by a 
story that will stay with you long after you turn the final page. 
Remember, this is just a glimpse into the series' vast and intricate 
world. Each book offers even more depth, intrigue, and thrilling 
adventures waiting to be unraveled. 
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HOOKS 
HOOKS IN THE BOOKSERIES EVELINA 
 
1. HOOKS IN EVELINA THE ALPHA 
 
Intriguing Premise: The book centers around the concept of Evelina 
being the first woman the Alpha to die to give the evil regime 
outright victory or as the last woman alive capable of giving the good 
side outright victory but through her death - the Omega - and thus 
holding the potential key to breaking a powerful Devil’s Eye’s cult 
curse and saving humanity. This high-stakes scenario immediately 
creates a sense of urgency and curiosity, prompting readers to 
wonder how she will fulfill her destiny. 
 
Mystery and Prophecies: The existence of ancient cultic prophecies 
embedded in the Gold Scriptures lost 2000 years ago when all its 
members were exposed after the cult list was discovered. The Gold 
Scriptures now rumored to have been found again hence the rise of 
the so called 24 Keys. A group of young people entrusted from birth 
up to age 18 to keep secrets to the chapters of the Gold Scriptures. 
Secrets that can open these Gold Scriptures meaning doors to the 
world’s wealth since all the world’s powerful are members of the cult. 
Evelina as the Alpha and the Omega adds an element of mystery and 
intrigue. Readers will be keen to unravel the secrets of these cultic 
prophecies and discover how they connect to Evelina's journey. 
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Unique Secrets and Abilities: Evelina's possession of unique secrets 
related to the world’s wealth and the Devil’s cult, further entices 
readers. The nature and extent of these secrets and abilities, and how 
she learns to keep them and control them, are likely to be captivating 
elements of the story. 
 
Fast-Paced Action: The book promises thrilling action sequences as 
Evelina faces various dangers and adversaries in her quest to break 
the curse. This rapid pace and sense of constant jeopardy will keep 
readers engaged and turning pages. 
 
Forbidden Romance: Hints of a potential forbidden romance 
between Evelina and Calvin a ‘clone’ of her childhood sweetheart 
Alex; the man who betrayed and abandoned her, her once protector, 
add another layer of emotional tension and complexity to the 
narrative. Readers will be invested in their dynamic and eager to see if 
their connection overcomes the obstacles it faces. 
 
Moral Dilemmas: Throughout her journey, Evelina will face difficult 
choices and moral dilemmas some so serious as to decide whether to 
live and get everyone killed or to die to save others like the other 
Keys who were now being hunted by the regime. Or to die for the 
cult or Tomorrow’s World Order. Bearing in mind she had just 
turned eighteen years old the time considered ideal to be sacrificed by 
the regime in the disguise of the cult all this for a share of the world’s 
wealth. Witnessing her navigate these challenges will provoke thought 
and engagement from readers as they weigh their own perspectives 
on her decisions. 
 
Ultimately, the book's captivating blend of action, mystery, romance, 
and philosophical depth promises a thrilling and satisfying experience 
for readers who enjoy these elements in their stories. 
 
 
 
2. HOOKS IN EVELINA THE OMEGA 
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"Evelina: The Omega" throws numerous hooks at readers, enticing 
them to enter its thrilling and suspenseful world. Here are some of 
the most captivating ones: 
 
Last Woman Standing Capable of Changing the Course of History: 
The central premise of Evelina being the sole surviving woman in a 
cursed world is a powerful hook that raises immediate questions. 
Why is she the last to save humanity? What makes her the special 
one? What does her survival mean for humanity's future? This 
mystery propels the narrative forward, leaving readers desperate to 
unravel the secrets of the Devil’s Eyes cult’s curse and Evelina's role 
in breaking or cementing it. 
 
Cultic Prophecy and Destiny: Intriguing cultic prophecies swirl 
around the Omega, hinting at Evelina's predetermined fate and the 
burden she carries especially after the discovery and founding of the 
Gold Scriptures that can be opened by her alone as far as the Cultic 
Elders knew. Readers will be captivated by the cultic cryptic hints, the 
discovery of the other Keys, the Gold Scriptures, the cult itself and 
its ambition of reversing God’s creation at the expense of all 
humanity and eager to discover how these prophecies align with her 
actions and choices. 
 
Unique Abilities in relation to the interpretation of the Golden 
Scriptures being summoned to open and read these scriptures and 
later her role of rewriting history and other Hidden Powers like 
ability to identify not juts other Keys but ability to override their 
roles. An ability welcomed by Hudson as he targeted all the Keys in 
the quest to consolidate power in himself. Exploring the extent and 
potential of these powers, as well as the training she undergoes to 
control them, adds a layer of excitement and anticipation to the story. 
 
Forbidden Romance and Sacrifice: The budding romance between 
Evelina and Alex and later Calvin, her fierce protector, adds a touch 
of emotional tension and complexity. Knowing their connection 
might be forbidden due to their roles and responsibilities makes their 
interactions all the more captivating. Readers will root for their love 
story while fearing the sacrifices it might require. 
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Dark Forces in terms of the Devil’s Ghosts and ruthless Enemies: 
like Hudson and Marson: The world of "Evelina: The Omega" is far 
from friendly. The Devil’s Eyes members, and their feared Devil’s 
Ghosts pose constant danger. Readers will be on the edge of their 
seats as Evelina and her allies confront this blood thirsty- knives 
welding menacing foes and grapple with the darkness that seeks to 
consume the world. 
 
Moral Quandaries and Challenging Choices: Evelina's journey is not a 
clear-cut path of good versus evil. She faces difficult choices put her 
life in danger from everyone on earth as they all fight existential 
threats meaning high stake and risks. That test her to breaking points 
as this is the most traumatic things any human can experience. This 
challenges her endurance, stamina, and determination in the face of 
death. Witnessing her navigate these complex ethical dilemmas will 
resonate with readers on a deeper level, prompting them to consider 
their own responses to such situations. 
 
Evelina: The Omega." With its blend of mystery, action, romance, 
and moral complexities, this book promises a thrilling and 
unforgettable experience for anyone who enjoys a good supernatural 
adventure. 
 
 
 
3. HOOKS IN EVELINA GOD'S DILEMMA SOLVED. 
 
 
 
"Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved" throws out several gripping hooks 
that pull readers into its complex and suspenseful world. Here are 
some of the most captivating ones: 
 
Celestial Conflict and Predetermined Destiny: The central hook 
revolves around a "God's Dilemma," where the divine entity 
struggles with a decision that could unravel existence. If the Devil’s 
Eyes’ cult is left to take over this will reverse creation by God as this 
lost kingdom of Darkness claims that they existed before God 
created the world. Meaning God destroyed this kingdom. As such 
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could it be said that God created humanity  with the hope that one 
among us humans would rise to the challenge and defeat this evil cult 
and stop them from reversing creation?  
Evelina, entrusted with unique secrets and abilities by destiny 
becomes entangled in this cosmic conflict, raising questions about 
her predetermined destiny and the fate of humanity. This intriguing 
premise immediately compels readers to discover how Evelina 
navigates this divine conflict and its consequences. It entices readers 
to think about creation as well and how Evelina can save all 
humanity. 
 
Ancient Evil in the lost Kingdom of Darkness and the Devil’s Eyes’ 
Cult Conspiracy: The story unveils a chilling conspiracy involving a 
pre-existing cult that predates God's creation and wields dark magic 
in their ability to rise the Devil’s Ghost from the spirit world. The 
clash between Evelina and this sinister force forms the backbone of 
the narrative, driving the action and suspense. Readers will be 
immersed in the struggle between good and evil, eager to see how 
Evelina overcomes this ancient threat. Readers will want to know 
also whether Evelina betrays humanity by siding with the Devil-Is-I 
so as to be protected by these Devil’s Ghosts? What would the 
readers do if they were in Evelina’s shoes. I think some people would 
want to find out what they would do given the circumstances. 
 
Faith and Morality Under Scrutiny: The book delves into profound 
questions about faith and morality in the face of a world where God's 
existence is challenged. Evelina's own spiritual journey, grappling 
with doubt and the burden of responsibility, creates an emotionally 
resonant aspect of the story. Readers will be prompted to 
contemplate their own beliefs and the meaning of faith in such a 
unique and unsettling scenario. 
 
Internal Conflict and Power Struggles: Beyond the external threat, 
the narrative explores internal conflicts within the Tomorrow's World 
Order, the utopian society established after the previous regime's 
defeat. Differing views on governance and ethical dilemmas regarding 
power create a layered and thought-provoking dynamic. Readers will 
engage with the characters' struggles and navigate the complexities of 
maintaining an ideal society. 
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Forbidden Romance and Personal Sacrifice: The story hints at a 
potential romance between Evelina and Calvin, a ‘clone’ of her 
childhood sweetheart Alex the one who betrayed her  by abandoning 
her in the hands of the regime, her confidante, adding a layer of 
emotional tension. This tension, along with the potential sacrifices 
each character might face, further intensifies the narrative, and keeps 
readers invested in their personal journeys. 
 
Unexpected Twists and Turns: "God's Dilemma Solved" keeps its 
readers on their toes with unexpected plot twists and revelations. The 
true nature of the Source, the motivations of the ancient cult, and the 
ultimate resolution of the divine dilemma are all shrouded in mystery 
until the very end. This continuous element of surprise ensures a 
thrilling and unpredictable reading experience. 
 
 
4. HOOKS IN EVELINA NEW WORLD ORDER 
 
 
"Evelina: New World Order" throws out several fascinating hooks, 
luring readers into its post-apocalyptic utopia brimming with hope, 
uncertainty, and hidden dangers. Here are some of the most 
captivating ones: 
 
Fragile Utopian Dream: The story takes place in the Tomorrow's 
World Order, a newly established society striving for peace and 
equality after a tumultuous upheaval. This idealistic setting itself is a 
hook, inviting readers to explore the challenges and potential pitfalls 
of creating a utopia from the ashes of the past. David’s quest to 
establish a new system alone is enough to captivate readers to want to 
know what it is like to establish a new utopia no matter how fragile it 
might be. 
 
Evelina's Leadership Burden: It is a challenge from being the most 
hunted to assume leadership roles can leave a lasting mark that can 
break you or make you stronger. At the helm of this new world 
stands Evelina, the revered heroine who vanquished the previous 
regime. Readers will be drawn to her struggles with the immense 
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responsibility of steering this fragile society towards a successful 
future while facing internal and external threats. 
 
Resistance and Dissension: Not everyone embraces the newfound 
utopia. Remnants of the old regime and internal factions with 
differing ideologies pose a constant threat to the stability of the new 
order. This simmering tension creates suspense and keeps readers 
guessing about the future of this fragile society. 
 
Mysteries and Unforeseen Threats: Defeating the regime is not the 
same  as defeating and eliminating the cult as well. So, questions 
remain how they managed to eradicate a cult posed to reverse God’s 
creation? The world beyond the borders of the new order remains 
shrouded in potential dangers. Unidentified threats and hidden 
secrets lurk in the shadows, adding a layer of intrigue and uncertainty 
to the narrative. Readers will be eager to discover what dangers lurk 
beyond the known and how Evelina and her allies will respond. 
 
Personal Growth and Moral Dilemmas: Evelina's journey is not just 
about leading the new world; it is also a journey of personal growth. 
Readers will be invested in her emotional evolution as she navigates 
difficult choices and faces ethical dilemmas that challenge her ideals. 
 
Love and Sacrifice in a New World: The story hints at a potential 
romance between Evelina and Calvin, through an arranged date. 
Only for Evelina to find a ‘clone’ of the man who betrayed her: her 
former childhood sweetheart Alex.  
With its compelling blend of political intrigue, personal stories, and 
hidden dangers, this book promises a thrilling and thought-provoking 
experience for anyone who enjoys exploring the complexities of 
rebuilding a world from scratch. 
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THEMES 
 
THEMES IN EVELINA THE ALPHA 
 
1. Good vs. Evil: The primary theme appears to be the classic 
struggle between good and evil. Evelina is caught in the midst of a 
brutal regime practicing an ancient cult and a resistance movement 
fighting for a better world. The book explores the nature of power, 
manipulation, and the choices individuals make in such a world.  
The book depicts a clear conflict between a brutal, oppressive regime 
and those fighting for freedom and justice. This classic good vs. evil 
struggle is a major theme. 
The synopsis pictures a clear conflict between the forces of good, 
represented by Evelina and the Tomorrow's World Order, and the 
evil regime clinging to a dangerous cult. This struggle reflects classic 
themes of battling against oppression and seeking justice. 
 
2. Hope and Resistance: Despite the seemingly oppressive 
environment, the book emphasizes the themes of hope and 
resistance. Evelina, as the Alpha, embodies the potential for change 
and inspires others to fight against the darkness. Even though as it 
turns out that she is the key for the outright victory of the evil cult. 
The story showcases the unwavering courage and determination of 
those who stand up for what they believe in despite what is destined. 
Evelina's journey as a hunted woman and her determination to fight 
for a better world highlight themes of hope and resilience in the face 
of immense challenges. 
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Hope in the face of oppression: The book depicts a dark world ruled 
by a brutal regime led by Hudson and Marson in later years, where 
hope is scarce. Evelina, the protagonist, emerges as a symbol of 
defiance and courage, even in the face of death highlighting how 
individuals fight for what they believe in even in the face of immense 
adversity. 
 
3. Love and Sacrifice: Evelina also encounters a romantic storyline, 
adding the theme of love with Alex and later with Calvin amidst the 
violence and chaos. This element explores the power of love in 
providing strength and purpose, as well as the sacrifices one might 
make for those they cherish. Even though her childhood sweetheart 
ended up betraying her. 
The book's description mentions a "romantic trip and a love to die 
for." This points to love and the sacrifices one makes. 
 
4. Overcoming Fear and Choosing Destiny: Evelina faces immense 
fear and challenges throughout the story. Something none on earth 
nor dead has done before. The theme of overcoming these obstacles 
and choosing one's own destiny plays a significant role. The book 
explores the process of personal growth and self-discovery in the face 
of adversity and painful death. 
 
5. Destiny and Fulfilling One's Purpose: The book mentions the 
belief that someone will rise to solve "God's Dilemma" and save 
humanity. This pictures a theme of destiny and the importance of 
fulfilling one's purpose. Can one person among us rise and challenge 
the devil and restore stop the reversing of creation? 
 
6. Solving "God's Dilemma": The book mentions a cryptic concept 
called "God's Dilemma." This element hints a deeper philosophical 
theme about the nature of humanity and the choice between darkness 
and light. Unraveling this dilemma is a central driving force in the 
plot. 
 
7. Questioning Authority and Challenging the System: The mention 
of a "corrupt and evil world" and "Tomorrow's World Order citing 
the system as the root of all evil" indicates a possible theme of 
questioning authority and challenging the established system. 
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8. Survival and Facing Death: The description mentions "a race 
against time where it's a matter of life or death," suggesting that 
survival and facing death might be another significant theme. 
 
9. Secrets and hidden truths: The book hints at a secret cult and 
unsolved mysteries that drive the plot forward see expanded themes 
below. Evelina's journey involves uncovering these truths, adding an 
element of intrigue and suspense. 
 
10. The fight against destiny: The mention of "God's Dilemma" 
points to a potential exploration of free will versus determinism. 
Evelina's actions and choices challenge preordained destinies, 
contributing to the overall theme of defying the odds and shaping 
one's own fate. 
 
11. Hope and courage in the face of oppression: The book depicts a 
dystopian future ruled by a brutal regime and leader in Marson; with a 
deadly agenda. Evelina, the protagonist, emerges as a symbol of hope 
and resistance against this overwhelming darkness. Her journey 
explores themes of resilience, bravery, and finding strength in the 
face of seemingly insurmountable odds. 
 
12. The fight for freedom and justice: Evelina and David became 
entangled in a struggle against the regime's tyranny. The battle for 
freedom from a corrupt system forms a central theme, exploring the 
fight for individual rights, dismantling unjust power structures, and 
the pursuit of a more equitable future. 
 
13. Facing existential threats: The book hints at a deeper, potentially 
mystical layer with allusions to an ancient cult and "God's Dilemma." 
This element introduces themes of confronting existential threats, 
grappling with questions of faith and destiny, and the potential for 
individual heroism to impact the fate of humanity. 
 
14. Challenging societal norms: Evelina's journey as a strong, 
resourceful woman under immense duress as she struggles to stay 
alive in a presumably patriarchal world can also be interpreted as a 
commentary on societal norms and expectations. The theme of 
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pushing boundaries and redefining female roles within a restrictive 
environment emerges as a potential subtext. 
 
15. The search for meaning and purpose: The text mentions "God's 
Dilemma" and the quest to solve it. This suggests a deeper 
exploration of existential questions about creation, purpose, faith, 
and the meaning of life in a world ravaged by darkness. 
 
16. The power of individual agency: Evelina's role as an "Alpha" 
symbolize the potential of individuals to make a difference and 
challenge established power structures. The story explores themes of 
personal responsibility, and the impact one person can have on a 
larger struggle. 
 
17.  Personal growth and self-discovery: Evelina's journey is one of 
personal transformation. As she navigates danger and challenges, she 
discovers her own strength, hidden talents, and leadership abilities. 
The book explores the themes of self-discovery, personal growth, 
and the realization of one's full potential. 
 
THEMES IN EVELINA THE OMEGA 
 
18. The burden of the chosen one: Evelina, as the last woman and 
the Omega, carries the immense responsibility of humanity's survival. 
The book explores the weight of expectation, the loneliness of being 
unique, and the sacrifices demanded from one chosen to save the 
world. 
 
19. Destiny and free will: Evelina grapples with the prophecy 
surrounding her role as the Omega. The themes of preordained 
destiny and individual agency clash, as she questions whether her 
actions are truly her own or merely fulfilling a script written before 
her birth. The story raises questions about whether Evelina's fate as 
the Omega is predetermined or if she has the agency to make choices 
and shape her own destiny. This theme explores the tension between 
the forces of fate and individual choice, the responsibility that comes 
with destiny, and the potential for defying or fulfilling it on one's own 
terms. 
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20. Forgiveness and redemption: The conflict between light and 
darkness, good and evil, is further explored in "Evelina: The Omega." 
Characters facing choices between revenge and forgiveness, 
redemption, and self-destruction, add moral complexity to the 
narrative. 
 
21. Love transcending differences: Evelina's romantic relationships 
defy societal norms and challenge established power structures. The 
theme of love overcoming prejudice and uniting individuals from 
opposing factions highlights the potential for connection and 
understanding. 
 
22. The cyclical nature of history: The story hints at a repeating 
pattern of destruction and rebirth, raising questions about the lessons 
learned and forgotten throughout history. The theme of cyclical time 
adds a sense of urgency to Evelina's mission and emphasizes the 
importance of breaking free from repeating past mistakes. 
 
23. The power of belief and community: Evelina finds strength and 
resilience in the support of her allies and the belief in her cause. The 
theme of community and shared purpose highlights the importance 
of solidarity in the face of overwhelming odds. 
 
24. The burden of destiny: Evelina, the last woman, and the Omega, 
carries the weight of humanity's survival on her shoulders. The book 
explores the psychological and emotional toll of such a burden, the 
constant pressure of responsibility, and the struggle to reconcile 
personal desires with the demands of destiny. 
 
25. Choice and free will vs. prophecy: While prophecy dictates 
Evelina's role, the story also emphasizes her agency and choices. She 
faces conflicting paths, forced to make decisions that impact the fate 
of humanity. This raises questions about the nature of free will and 
how it interacts with destiny. 
 
26. Love and betrayal: Evelina's romantic relationships are fraught 
with danger and uncertainty. She grapples with trust, deception, and 
the potential for betrayal from those closest to her. The theme of 
love here is intertwined with the risks and sacrifices it entails. 
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27. Light vs. darkness: The book presents a stark contrast between 
the forces of light, represented by Evelina and her allies, and the 
forces of darkness, embodied by the devil and his followers. This 
classic struggle between good and evil takes on new dimensions as 
Evelina's own nature and choices become blurred. 
 
28. Sacrifice and redemption: The characters in "Evelina: The 
Omega" are constantly tested by the need to make sacrifices for the 
greater good. The theme of redemption is explored through Evelina's 
attempts to atone for past mistakes and find a path to saving 
humanity, even if it means sacrificing herself. 
 
29. The nature of reality and existence: The book hints at a deeper 
mystery surrounding the creation of the world and the nature of 
reality. This opens questions about the existence of God, the purpose 
of life, and the potential for transcending the limitations of the 
physical world. 
 
30. Gender roles and societal expectations: Evelina's role as the 
Omega challenges traditional gender roles and societal expectations. 
The book explores themes of female empowerment, breaking free 
from societal constraints, and forging one's own path in a world 
defined by rigid structures. 
 
31. The burden and power of being the last hope for humanity: 
Evelina, as the Omega, is the sole remaining woman and the key to 
saving the human race. This immense burden and responsibility 
weigh heavily on her, shaping her choices and actions. The theme 
explores the psychological toll of carrying such a burden, the internal 
conflict between fear and determination, and the potential for 
immense power that comes with being the last hope. 
 
32. The cyclical nature of destruction and rebirth: The book hints at a 
larger cycle of destruction and rebirth, with the potential for 
humanity to rise again from the ashes. This theme explores the 
resilience of the human spirit, the possibility of overcoming even the 
most devastating losses, and the hope for a future where humanity 
can learn from its past and build a better world. 
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THEMES IN EVELINA GOD'S DILEMMA SOLVED 
 
33. Can a human being excel and be at par as the creator for him to 
take over the world and rule the world just like the creator. 
 
[i] The limitations of free will versus divine influence: If God created 
humans to mimic him, but also gave them free will, it presents a 
conflict. Can someone truly be like God if they have the freedom to 
choose differently? Does God influence their choices to steer them 
towards his path? This theme delves into the philosophical and 
theological debate about predetermination and human agency. If 
humans were created as an experiment to see if they could replicate 
God's actions and thoughts, then the book might delve into the 
inherent conflict between free will and predetermined perfection. 
Can a being with free will ever truly "follow in God's footsteps," or 
are they doomed to fall short due to their inherent imperfections? 
[ii] The nature of free will and its impact on God's creation: The 
book explores the concept of God creating humans not as mere 
automatons following in his footsteps, but as beings with free will. 
This raises questions about the challenges of creating a being capable 
of independent thought and action, the potential for disobedience 
and deviation from God's plan, and the consequences of granting 
free will in a world where mistakes and rebellion are possible. 
[iii] The search for meaning and purpose in a world with free will: If 
humans are not simply extensions of God's will, then what is the 
purpose of their existence? The book explores the struggle of 
humans to find meaning and purpose in a world where they are not 
bound by predetermined paths. This involves themes of self-
discovery, the pursuit of knowledge and understanding, and the 
creation of one's own destiny. 
[iv] The tension between God's desire for obedience and human 
freedom: The "dilemma" in the title refer to God's desire for humans 
to follow his teachings and live in accordance with his will, while also 
respecting their free will and allowing them to make their own 
choices. The book explore how God reconciles these seemingly 
contradictory desires and how humans navigate the freedom and 
responsibility that comes with free will. 
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[v] The potential for redemption and the possibility of overcoming 
God's dilemma: The title "God's Dilemma Solved" points that there 
is a solution to the tension between God's desire for obedience and 
human freedom. The book explores how humans, through their 
choices and actions, ultimately fulfill God's purpose even if they stray 
from the path initially intended. This  involves themes of forgiveness, 
redemption, and finding a new way to live in harmony with God 
despite the challenges of free will. 
[vi] The consequences of divine intervention: If God actively 
interferes or manipulates events to force humans to act in certain 
ways, then the theme of the consequences of divine intervention are 
central. Does this intervention violate the very essence of free will, or 
is it necessary to guide humans towards a path that aligns with God's 
desires? 
 
34. The nature of obedience and love: If humans are created to 
follow in God's footsteps, is true obedience driven by love or fear? 
Does genuine love require the freedom to choose even a different 
path? The book explores the complexities of devotion and the true 
meaning of following a divine being. 
 
35. [i] Free will and determinism: The concept of God's dilemma 
hints at a potential exploration of free will and determinism. The 
story delves into questions about whether our choices are truly our 
own or predetermined by a higher power. 
 
[ii] The potential for exceeding expectations: While God create 
humans to mirror him, they might possess unique abilities or 
perspectives that God did not foresee. The theme investigates the 
possibility of humans surpassing their creator, evolving beyond the 
intended blueprint, and potentially even solving God's dilemma in 
unexpected ways. 
 
[iii] The consequences of divine experimentation: Creating creatures 
with free will and expecting them to act like the creator could lead to 
unforeseen consequences. The book explores the ethical implications 
of God's experiment, the potential for suffering, and the 
responsibility a creator holds for its creations. 
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[iv] The evolution of the divine: If humans can exceed expectations 
and potentially solve God's dilemma, it might lead to a change in the 
divine itself. The theme explores the possibility of God learning from 
humans, adapting, and evolving based on the choices and actions of 
his creations. 
 
36. The nature of reality and existence: The story delves into 
questions about the meaning of life, the afterlife, and the possibility 
of transcending the physical world. 
 
37. Hope and overcoming adversity: Explore themes of hope and 
resilience in the face of hardship. Evelina's journey is one of 
overcoming obstacles and finding strength in the midst of adversity. 
 
38. Reconciliation between faith and science: "God's Dilemma" in 
the title paints a conflict or tension between religious belief and 
scientific understanding. The book explores how these two opposing 
forces can be reconciled, revealing deeper truths, or finding solutions 
to complex problems through a combination of faith and reason. 
 
39. The role of destiny and free will in overcoming challenges: The 
"solved" part of the title points to overcoming a significant obstacle 
or reaching a resolution. The book explores how individuals navigate 
the challenges presented by their predetermined fate or destiny while 
still maintaining agency and making choices that shape their own 
journey. 
 
40. Finding meaning and purpose in a challenging world: Evelina's 
character faces oppression and hardship. This book delves into her 
search for meaning and purpose in a difficult world, exploring 
themes of resilience, hope, and the power of finding purpose even in 
the face of adversity. 
 
41. The nature of good and evil: The book explores the nature 
between good and evil, and showcasing how these forces play out in 
the characters' choices and actions, and the consequences they face. 
 
42. Reconciling faith and reason: The book hints at a conflict 
between religious belief and logical reasoning. The book explores 
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how characters grapple with questions about the existence and nature 
of God, the meaning of suffering, and the possibility of reconciling 
faith with scientific understanding. 
 
43. The nature of humanity and divinity: The book also explores the 
fundamental differences between humans and gods. What makes 
humans unique and valuable, even if they cannot replicate God's 
perfection? How can humans find their own purpose and meaning in 
a universe created by a being they can never truly emulate? 
 
44. The possibility of redemption and transcendence: Despite the 
inherent limitations of human nature. Can humans, through their 
own choices and actions, overcome their flaws and achieve a higher 
state of being, perhaps even approaching something akin to God's 
perfection?  
 
 
THEMES IN EVELINA NEW WORLD ORDER 
 
45. Building a new world order from the ashes of the old: The story 
takes place after a dystopian regime has been toppled, presenting an 
opportunity to create a better future. Evelina, along with Tomorrow’s 
World Order, faces the immense challenge of crafting a new world 
order based on principles of equality, justice, and peace. This theme 
explores the complexities of societal transformation, the power of 
collective action, and the ongoing struggle against the remnants of 
the old regime. 
 
46. Overcoming oppression and injustice: The existing world order in 
the book is presented as unjust and oppressive, with a brutal regime 
controlling people's lives. Evelina and her allies fight against this 
tyranny, seeking to liberate people and establish a more equitable 
society. This theme highlights the fight for freedom and human 
rights, the importance of resistance against injustice, and the hope for 
a better future. 
 
47. Hope and resilience in the face of adversity: The road to building 
a New World Order is fraught with challenges, including internal 
disputes, external threats, and the lingering trauma of the past. The 
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book explores the theme of hope and resilience as individuals and 
communities persevere through hardships, drawing strength from 
each other and their vision for a better future. Hope and resilience in 
the face of adversity: Despite the immense challenges they face, 
Evelina and the movement maintain hope for a better future. This 
theme highlights the power of human resilience, the importance of 
optimism and belief in the face of hardship, and the ability of people 
to overcome even the most daunting obstacles when driven by a 
shared vision. 
 
48. Personal transformation and leadership: Evelina undergoes a 
significant journey of personal growth and development as she takes 
on the mantle of leadership. This theme highlights the importance of 
personal responsibility, the development of leadership qualities, and 
the power of individuals to make a positive impact on the world 
around them. 
 
49. Leadership and the burden of responsibility: Evelina emerges as a 
leader figure, navigating the intricacies of governance and decision-
making while carrying the weight of responsibility for the fate of the 
new world. This theme delves into the qualities of good leadership, 
the challenges of balancing personal convictions with the needs of 
the wider community, and the sacrifices that may be necessary for 
progress. 
 
50. Technology and its role in shaping society: The use of advanced 
technology plays a significant role in the new world, raising questions 
about its potential benefits and dangers. The book explores the 
theme of technological advancement in the context of building a just 
society, addressing concerns about surveillance, ethical dilemmas, and 
ensuring equitable access to technological resources. 
 
51. The pursuit of utopia and the dangers of idealism: While striving 
for a better future, the characters grapple with the complexities of 
achieving utopia. The narrative explores the tension between 
idealistic goals and the practicalities of governance, highlighting the 
danger of neglecting human flaws and potential pitfalls in the pursuit 
of a perfect world. 
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52. The cost of utopia: The pursuit of a utopian ideal can often come 
at a cost. The book explores the sacrifices that may be necessary to 
achieve a new world order, the potential for power struggles and 
corruption within the new system, and the question of whether any 
utopia can truly be perfect. 
 
53.  Individual agency vs. collective good: The establishment of a new 
order often requires individuals to make sacrifices for the greater 
good. The book explores the tension between individual freedom and 
the needs of the collective, the potential for individual dissent and 
resistance, and the importance of finding a balance between personal 
aspirations and the needs of society. 
 
54. Hope and resilience: Despite the challenges, the book ultimately 
offers a message of hope and resilience. Evelina's journeys 
demonstrate that even in the face of great adversity, it is possible to 
build a better future through cooperation, innovation, and a 
commitment to justice. 
 
55. Building a better future: The book explores the struggle to create 
a new world order free from the problems of the past, such as war, 
poverty, and injustice. Evelina, as the leader of Tomorrow's World 
Order, faces challenges in uniting different factions, overcoming 
resistance from those who cling to the old ways, and building a 
society based on equality and fairness. 



 

55 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CHARACTERS PROTAGONISTS 
 
 

CHARACTERS IN EVELINA BOOK SERIES 
 
EVELINA. 
 
Evelina, the titular character of the Evelina book series is a 

compelling and multifaceted heroine whose journey takes her from 
outcast survivor to reluctant savior, and ultimately to a leader 
grappling with the responsibilities of a fragile utopia. Here is a closer 
look at her character: 

 
Early Life and Destiny: 
 
Haunted by visions and ostracized for her unusual abilities, 

Evelina lives a secluded existence in a desolate megacity. 
Her destiny becomes clear when she learns she is the Alpha after 

escaping the sacrifice at the Devil’s Eye Island. Also, Omega, the last 
hope for a shattered world and the wielder of forbidden secrets to a 
doomed cult or is it doomed or the one to rise from the ashes to 
reverse God’s creation? 

This burden thrusts her into a perilous journey filled with 
challenges, sacrifices, and the constant pressure of fulfilling her cultic 
prophesied role as the Key and later as the Only True Seal. 

 
Evolution and Development: 
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Throughout the series, Evelina grows from a distrustful and 

isolated young woman to a skilled leader, modelled by traumatic 
events surrounding her near misses and death threats by the entire 
world and her keeping of secrets that can either make or break the 
world. 

She confronts her fears, grapples with moral dilemmas, and learns 
to embrace her power while wielding it responsibly. 

Her choices shape the fate of the world and those around her, 
forcing her to navigate complex political landscapes and navigate the 
dangers of existential threats  and internal conflicts. 

 
Key Traits and Motivations: 
 
Evelina is strong-willed, fiercely protective of those she cares 

about like Alex her childhood sweetheart, and deeply empathetic 
despite the hardships she faces. 

Driven by a desire to survive, to seek the truth, for justice and the 
hope of a better future, she leads with both compassion and 
decisiveness. 

However, her past trauma and burdens sometimes cast a shadow, 
leading to internal struggles and moments of doubt. 

 
Overall Significance: 
 
Evelina is a relatable and inspiring protagonist who embodies 

themes of resilience, self-discovery, and the power of choice. 
Her journey serves as a reflection on the challenges of leadership, 

the responsibility that comes with great power, and the importance of 
hope in the face of adversity. 

She is a complex and unforgettable character who leaves a lasting 
impression on readers long after the final page is turned. 

 
 
 
DAVID 
 
In "Evelina: The Alpha," David's role is quite different from his 

later appearances in the series. This is because the once Alpha 
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Evelina discovered that she is also the Omega and the Only True Seal 
to give outright victory to David’s enemies in the regime and its cult. 
Meaning imminent and inevitable death for David, destruction of his 
hopes and Tomorrow’s World Order at large. Other David’s roles. 

 
1. Evelina's later rival: In "The Alpha," David is initially presented 

as supporting Evelina until his people and the keys start dying. He 
exhibits exceptional physical and mental abilities, indirectly as he tries 
to find the truth pushing Evelina to constantly improve and evaluate 
her own limits. 

 
2. Uncovering Secrets: While competing with Evelina, David 

inadvertently leads them to uncover hidden truths about the cult’s  
origins and the motivations of their Elders. The cult’s list and the 
deaths of the gatekeeper. He exhibits sharp investigative skills and a 
thirst for knowledge, contributing to their understanding of the 
situation, the roles of the Keys, the Gold Scriptures, and the need to 
defeat the cult and the regime. 

 
3. Collaboration and Sacrifice: As the story progresses, David and 

Evelina realize the need to collaborate against a greater threat and he 
takes the role of protector to Evelina. They overcome their rivalry 
and learn to trust and rely on each other until she discovers that the 
only reasons, he is protecting her is so that it is easy to kill her to 
defeat the cult and the regime to stop the restoration of the Kingdom 
of Darkness. All this utilizing their respective strengths to face 
challenges. Later David even makes a significant sacrifice to protect 
Evelina, showcasing his willingness to prioritize the collective good 
over personal goals. 

 
4. Transformation and Hope: By the end of "The Alpha," David 

undergoes a transformation. He acknowledges his past mistakes and 
chooses to support Evelina as she embraces her role as the Alpha, 
and he need to avert death traps by the regime and the cult. This 
signifies his personal growth and sets the stage for their future 
partnership in the later books. 

 
5. Setting the Stage: Unlike subsequent books where David 

becomes a prominent leader, "The Alpha" primarily focuses on 
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Evelina's journey. However, David's role is crucial in shaping her 
development and highlighting the importance of collaboration and 
overcoming personal ambitions for the greater good. His character 
lays the foundation for their evolving dynamic and paves the way for 
their future partnership in shaping the world beyond their 
community. 

 
In conclusion, while not yet the world leader or powerful figure 

seen in later books, David plays a significant role in "Evelina: The 
Alpha." He acts as a worthy rival, an investigative mentor, and 
ultimately a supportive ally for Evelina, contributing to her growth 
and setting the stage for their future cooperation in reshaping their 
world. 

He is the founder of Tomorrow's World Order, a significant entity 
within the series. 

 
Significance of Tomorrow's World Order: 
 
Utopia and New World Order: Tomorrow's World Order 

represents the utopian society established after the events of the 
earlier books. It strives for peace, equality, and technological 
advancement, aiming to leave behind the chaos and hardships of the 
past. 

Political and philosophical influence: David's ideas and 
philosophies shape the foundation of Tomorrow's World Order's 
governance and societal structure. He is often cited as the visionary 
leader who brought about this new era. 

Legacy and debate: Although not physically present, David's 
legacy continues to influence the characters and decisions made 
within the series. Some characters uphold his vision and principles, 
while others question its limitations or raise concerns about potential 
drawbacks of such a structured utopia. 

 
David's role in the Evelina series evolves significantly across the 

three books, playing crucial parts in Evelina the Omega, Evelina: 
God's Dilemma Solved, and Evelina: New World Order. Here is a 
breakdown of his major contributions: 

 
Evelina the Omega: 
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Evelina's Protector: David initially appears as Evelina's bodyguard, 

tasked with protecting her from the forces seeking to exploit her 
unique Omega powers. He is skilled in combat and possesses 
strategic thinking, often saving Evelina from critical situations. 

 
David protecting Evelina from danger in Evelina the Omega 
Unraveling the Mystery: Alongside Carolina, David assists Evelina 

in uncovering the secrets surrounding the Devil-Is-I, the cult, 
Hudson and Marson, and the Omega prophecy. He uses his 
investigative skills and knowledge of history to decipher clues and 
understand the larger picture. 

Moral Compass: David serves as a voice of reason and offers 
Evelina moral guidance when faced with difficult choices. He 
encourages her to use her powers for good and navigate the complex 
ethical dilemmas she encounters. 

 
Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved: 
 
World Leader Candidate: David emerges as a potential candidate 

to lead the newly formed Tomorrow's World Order; a global political 
party aiming to unify humanity and solve God's Dilemma. His 
charisma, leadership skills, and understanding of different cultures 
make him a compelling choice. 

Facing Opposition: David's candidacy is not without challenges. 
He faces opposition from established world leaders, religious 
institutions, and those who doubt his motives. He must navigate 
political complexities and overcome societal skepticism to achieve his 
goals. 

Evelina's Partner: Through this book, David's relationship with 
Evelina deepens. They work together to overcome challenges, 
sharing a mutual trust and understanding. Their partnership becomes 
a driving force for positive change. 

 
David and Evelina working together in Evelina: God's Dilemma 

Solved. 
 
Evelina: New World Order: 
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World Leader: By the third book, David becomes the leader of the 
Tomorrow's World Order. He faces the immense responsibility of 
shaping a new world based on cooperation, equality, and sustainable 
development. 

Confronting Threats: David's leadership is evaluated by various 
threats, including remnants of the old-world order, extremist factions, 
and unforeseen consequences of the unified world. He must make 
difficult decisions to maintain peace and stability. 

Evolution of Character: David undergoes significant personal 
growth throughout the series. He learns to navigate political 
intricacies, grapple with ethical dilemmas, and lead with compassion. 
He becomes a symbol of hope and progress for the new world. 

 
David as the leader of the Tomorrow's World Order in Evelina: 

New World Order 
Overall, David's role in the Evelina series transcends being just a 

protector or love interest. He evolves into a leader, strategist, and 
moral compass, leaving a lasting impact on the world Evelina and her 
generation seek to build. 

 
CAROLINA 
 
 
Carolina's role in Evelina: The Alpha, though less prominent 

compared to later books, still holds significant weight in shaping the 
narrative and Evelina's development. Here is a breakdown of her 
major contributions: 

 
1. Evelina's Mentor and Confidante: Similar to her role in later 

books, Carolina serves as Evelina's trusted mentor and confidante. 
She provides crucial guidance and emotional support as Evelina 
navigates the pressures and uncertainties of vying for the Alpha 
position. 

 
2. Keeper of Knowledge and History: Carolina's vast knowledge 

of their community's history and traditions proves invaluable 
throughout the story. She sheds light on past events, deciphers 
cryptic symbols, and helps Evelina understand the significance of her 
lineage and destiny. 
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3. Voice of Reason and Caution: Amidst the competitive 

atmosphere surrounding the Alpha trials, Carolina serves as a voice 
of reason and caution. She encourages Evelina to focus on self-
improvement rather than solely fixating on winning, fostering a sense 
of personal growth and integrity. 

 
4. Catalyst for Change: While Carolina does not directly participate 

in the physical trials, her influence subtly inspires change within the 
community. Her questioning of established traditions and emphasis 
on knowledge over brute force sow the seeds for a more progressive 
and equitable future. 

 
5. Setting the Stage for Future Collaboration: Although primarily 

focused on Evelina's journey in "The Alpha," Carolina's interactions 
with both Evelina and David foreshadow their future collaboration. 
The trust and understanding established between them during this 
phase pave the way for their crucial roles in shaping the world 
beyond their community in later books. 

 
In conclusion, while Carolina's role in "Evelina: The Alpha" might 

not be as prominent as in later installments, her contributions as a 
mentor, knowledge keeper, voice of reason, and catalyst for change 
lay the groundwork for Evelina's personal growth and future 
partnerships. Her presence subtly shapes the narrative and sets the 
stage for the evolution of their community and beyond. 

Carolina plays a multifaceted and pivotal role in Evelina the 
Omega, driving the plot forward and adding layers of complexity to 
the story. Here is a breakdown of her major contributions: 

 
1. Confidante and Mentor: 
 
Carolina serves as Evelina's trusted confidante and advisor. She 

offers emotional support, shares her wisdom and experience, and 
guides Evelina through difficult choices. 

Their bond transcends a typical student-teacher relationship, 
evolving into a deep friendship built on mutual respect and 
understanding. 
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Carolina's mentorship helps Evelina navigate the complexities of 
her newfound powers, her role as the Omega, and the dangers 
surrounding her. 

2. Unraveling the Mysteries: 
 
Carolina's keen intellect and investigative skills prove invaluable in 

unraveling the secrets surrounding the Devil-Is-I it is cult, the Omega 
prophecy, and the forces threatening Evelina's life. 

She delves into forbidden archives, deciphers cryptic texts, and 
uses her knowledge of history and mythology to piece together the 
puzzle. 

Carolina's discoveries not only shed light on the past but also 
provide crucial clues for Evelina to confront the present challenges. 

 
3. Sacrificial Protector: 
 
Carolina demonstrates unwavering loyalty and a fierce 

protectiveness towards Evelina. She readily puts herself in danger to 
shield Evelina from harm, even facing potentially fatal consequences. 

Her sacrifices showcase the depth of her love and commitment to 
Evelina's well-being, adding an emotional weight to their relationship. 

Carolina's actions inspire Evelina's own courage and 
determination, motivating her to fight for what she believes in. 

 
4. Catalyst for Change: 
 
Carolina's presence challenges the established order and inspires 

others to question the status quo. She encourages critical thinking 
and defiance against oppressive regimes. 

Her influence plays a key role in shaping Evelina's worldview and 
empowering her to make a difference in the world. 

Carolina's actions serve as a catalyst for social and political change, 
paving the way for a more just and equitable future. 

 
5. A Symbol of Hope: 
 
Despite facing immense challenges and personal losses, Carolina 

maintains an unwavering spirit of hope and optimism. She believes in 
the possibility of a better future and fights tirelessly to achieve it. 
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This unwavering hope becomes a beacon of light for Evelina and 
others, reminding them that even in the darkest of times, positive 
change is possible. 

Carolina's unwavering hope serves as a powerful message of 
resilience and the importance of never giving up on what you believe 
in. 

In conclusion, Carolina's role in Evelina the Omega is far more 
than just a supporting character. She is a complex and multifaceted 
individual who shapes the story in profound ways. Through her 
mentorship, intelligence, selflessness, and unwavering hope, Carolina 
becomes a driving force for positive change and a guiding light for 
Evelina's journey. 

 
BOGDAN 
 
 
Bogdan's Role in the Evelina Series 
Bogdan's role in the Evelina series significantly evolves across the 

four books, playing crucial parts in each story. Here is a breakdown 
of his major contributions: 

 
Evelina: The Alpha 
 
Skeptical Warrior and Leader: Initially, Bogdan appears skeptical 

of Evelina's potential for the Alpha position. He is a skilled warrior 
and respected leader within their community, known for his 
traditional views and cautious nature. 

 
Testing and Mentoring: Despite his doubts, Bogdan recognizes 

Evelina's unique talents and pushes her to excel through rigorous 
training and challenging trials. He acts as a stern but effective mentor, 
helping her hone her skills and develop mental discipline. 

 
Shifting Allegiance: As Evelina proves her worth and earns the 

respect of others, Bogdan gradually shifts his allegiance. He 
acknowledges her potential to lead their community towards a 
brighter future and becomes a valuable ally in her journey. 

 
Evelina: The Omega 
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Powerful Protector: In this book, Bogdan emerges as a powerful 

protector for Evelina. He utilizes his vast knowledge of combat and 
strategy to shield her from harm against formidable threats like the 
Devil’s Eyes members. 

 
Unveiling Secrets: Bogdan possesses valuable historical knowledge 

and insights into the secrets surrounding the Omega prophecy. He 
shares his wisdom with Evelina, aiding her in unraveling the 
mysteries and understanding her destiny. 

 
Moral Compass: Bogdan serves as a voice of reason and a moral 

compass for Evelina when faced with difficult choices. He reminds 
her of the importance of compassion, justice, and upholding the 
greater good even amidst chaos. 

 
Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved 
 
Strategic Advisor: With the establishment of the Tomorrow's 

World Order, Bogdan becomes a key strategic advisor for Evelina, 
supporting her candidacy for leadership. He utilizes his political 
acumen and understanding of different cultures to navigate the 
complexities of the new world. 

 
Experienced Leader: Bogdan's wisdom and experience prove 

invaluable for Evelina as she faces challenges within the newly 
formed political landscape. He helps her navigate treacherous 
alliances, overcome opposition, and solidify her position as a leader. 

 
Loyal Confidante: Despite his official role, Bogdan remains a loyal 

confidante for Evelina. He offers her emotional support and 
guidance as she grapples with the immense responsibility of shaping 
the future of humanity. 

 
Evelina: New World Order 
 
Respected Elder and Advisor: By the final book, Bogdan takes on 

the role of a respected elder and advisor within the established New 
World Order. He continues to provide Evelina with valuable 
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guidance and counsel as she faces unforeseen consequences and new 
threats. 

 
Keeper of Knowledge: Bogdan's historical knowledge and 

understanding of human nature become crucial in addressing 
challenges arising from the unified world. He helps Evelina preserve 
cultural diversity, maintain balance, and ensure the stability of the 
new order. 

 
Symbol of Tradition and Change: Bogdan embodies the bridge 

between the old world and the new. He upholds valuable traditions 
while embracing necessary changes, serving as a symbol of progress 
and continuity for the future generations. 

 
Overall, Bogdan's role in the Evelina series transcends a typical 

supporting character. He evolves from a skeptical warrior to a 
powerful protector, wise advisor, and respected elder, leaving a 
lasting impact on Evelina and the world she shapes. His journey 
reflects the importance of adapting to change, embracing new 
perspectives, and utilizing wisdom to navigate the complexities of 
leadership and progress. 

 
STACEY 
 
Stacey's Role in the Evelina Series 
Stacey's role Evelina series evolves significantly across the four 

books, playing crucial supportive parts in each story. Here is a 
breakdown of her major contributions: 

 
Evelina: The Alpha 
 
Close Confidante and Supporter: In "The Alpha," Stacey is 

Evelina's closest confidante and emotional support system. She 
provides a listening ear, offers encouragement, and helps Evelina 
navigate the pressures and anxieties of competing for the Alpha 
position. 

Voice of Reason and Calm: Amidst the competitive atmosphere 
of the trials, Stacey remains a calming influence. She encourages 
Evelina to focus on self-improvement and inner strength rather than 
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solely fixating on winning, promoting personal growth and emotional 
well-being. 

Defender and Advocate: Stacey stands up for Evelina against 
unfair treatment and threats of death. She challenges societal 
expectations and defends Evelina's right to choose life and not death. 

 
Evelina: The Omega 
 
Tech Expert and Problem Solver: In "The Omega," Stacey's skills 

as a tech whiz and problem solver come to the forefront. She assists 
Evelina in deciphering cryptic messages, hacking into secure systems, 
and uncovering hidden information crucial to their survival. 

 
Resourceful and Adaptable: Stacey's resourcefulness and 

adaptability prove invaluable as they navigate dangerous situations 
and overcome unexpected challenges. She readily learns new skills, 
devises creative solutions, and helps Evelina stay ahead of their 
enemies. 

 
Loyal and Trustworthy Companion: Throughout their journey, 

Stacey remains a loyal and trustworthy companion for Evelina. She 
offers unwavering support, celebrates Evelina's victories, and 
provides comfort during moments of despair. 

 
Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved 
 
Social Advocate and Voice of Conscience: In "God's Dilemma 

Solved," Stacey emerges as an enthusiastic advocate for social justice 
and equality within the newly formed Tomorrow's World Order. She 
challenges the cult, David’s assassins and  promotes inclusivity, and 
encourages Evelina to consider ethical implications of decisions made 
in the new world. 

 
Cultural Bridge and Educator: Stacey's understanding of diverse 

cultures and perspectives helps bridge the gap between different 
communities within the unified world. She educates others about 
different customs and traditions, fostering mutual respect and 
understanding. 
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Strategic Advisor and Planner: Stacey's analytical mind and 
strategic thinking make her a valuable asset in Evelina's political 
endeavors. She helps develop effective plans, anticipate potential 
challenges, and navigate the complexities of the new political 
landscape. 

 
 
Evelina: New World Order 
 
Ambassador and Diplomat: In "New World Order," Stacey takes 

on the role of an ambassador and diplomat, representing Evelina and 
the Tomorrow's World Order in various diplomatic missions and 
negotiations. She utilizes her cultural understanding and 
communication skills to foster peace, cooperation, and mutual 
respect between different factions and communities. 

 
Innovator and Problem Solver: Stacey's tech expertise continues 

to be crucial in addressing new challenges and finding solutions in the 
evolving world. She develops innovative technologies to tackle 
environmental issues, improve communication networks, and bridge 
geographical divides. 

 
Keeper of Memories and History: Stacey recognizes the 

importance of preserving memories and cultural heritage in the 
rapidly changing world. She documents historical events, collects 
stories from different cultures, and ensures that the past is not 
forgotten in the pursuit of progress. 

 
Overall, Stacey's role in the Evelina series transcends a typical 

supporting character. She evolves from a close confidante to a tech 
expert, social advocate, diplomat, and innovator, leaving a lasting 
impact on Evelina and the world she shapes. Her journey reflects the 
importance of friendship, loyalty, adaptation, and utilizing diverse 
skills and perspectives to build a better future for all. 
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CHARACTERS ANTAGONISTS 
 
 

MARSON 
 
. Manipulator and Strategist: 
 
If Marson is aiming to become the cult leader, he might be 

manipulating events and individuals behind the scenes to solidify his 
position. He could orchestrate challenges for Evelina and others, 
testing their loyalty and weeding out potential rivals. 

His cryptic advice and veiled warnings could be calculated moves 
to gain Evelina's trust and eventually influence her decisions towards 
serving the cult's goals. 

 
2. Cultist Mentor and Corruptor: 
 
As a rising figure within the cult, Marson functioned as a mentor 

to other members, instilling their beliefs and shaping their actions. 
He guided them in harnessing their powers and utilizing them for the 
cult's purposes. 

He also attempted to corrupt Evelina, tempting her with the 
power and control offered by the Devil Eyes’ cult, potentially turning 
her into a powerful asset for the cult but with the aim to kill her in 
the end. 

 
3. Source of Conflict and Chaos: 
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Marson's ambition and manipulation created internal conflict 

within the cult, as other factions vie for power. His presence  
exacerbated existing tensions and lead to infighting, weakening the 
organization from within. 

He also engineered external conflicts to distract Evelina and her 
allies, allowing the cult to further its own agenda under the radar. 

 
4. Hidden Agenda and Uncertain Loyalty: 
 
Even as he seeks leadership within the cult, Marson's true motives 

remained ambiguous. He had his own personal goals beyond serving 
the Devil’s Eyes cult, using the cult's resources and power for his 
own ends. 

He betrayed the cult at a critical moment, aligning himself with a 
different faction or even switching sides to Evelina and Stacey but all 
with aim to kill both 

. 
5. Catalyst for Evelina's growth: 
 
Regardless of his ultimate alignment, Marson's presence and 

challenges drove Evelina's personal and leadership development. His 
manipulations and conflicts forced her to hone her critical thinking, 
decision-making skills, and understanding of her own power. 

By facing Marson's schemes and temptations, Evelina 
strengthened her resolve to fight for what she believed in and built a 
world free from the Devil’s Eye's influence. 

 
Evelina: The Alpha: 
 
Mysterious Figure: Marson first appears as a fleeting, almost 

spectral figure, offering Evelina cryptic warnings about the dangers 
surrounding the Alpha trials. His veiled message and enigmatic 
demeanor spark both curiosity and apprehension in Evelina. 

 
Planting Seeds of Doubt: Through his words, Marson subtly 

plants seed of doubt in Evelina's mind about the established system 
and its motives. He encourages her to question authority and seek her 
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own truth, setting the stage for her future rebellion against societal 
expectations. 

Catalyst for Change: While his direct involvement in the events is 
minimal, Marson's presence acts as a catalyst for change within 
Evelina. He inspires her to face death, think critically, embrace her 
individuality, and ultimately challenge the status quo. 

 
Evelina: The Omega: 
 
Powerful Entity: Marson reveals himself as a powerful entity with 

a complex relationship with Evelina. He acts as both a protector and 
a tempter, guiding her towards her destiny one that suits him while 
evaluating her resolve and challenging her choices. 

 
Unveiling Mysteries: Possessing ancient knowledge and insights, 

Marson gradually shares secrets about the Omega prophecy and the 
Devil’s Eyes cult and machinations. He helps Evelina understand her 
role and the potential dangers she faces. 

 
Moral Compass and Test: Marson presents Evelina with difficult 

choices, forcing her to confront her inner fears about death and 
darkness and grapple with ethical dilemmas. He serves as a constant 
reminder of the potential consequences of her actions and the 
importance of maintaining a balance between power and 
responsibility. 

 
Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved: 
 
Shadowy Figure: Marson operates more behind the scenes, 

manipulating events and influencing political decisions, often clashing 
with Evelina's ideals and goals. His actions add a layer of intrigue and 
political complexity to the story. 

 
Testing Evelina's Leadership: Marson presents challenges that 

evaluate Evelina's leadership abilities and her commitment to creating 
a just and equitable world order. He forces her to confront her 
vulnerabilities and make tough decisions with far-reaching 
consequences even if its indirectly through threats of deaths. 
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Catalyst for Evolution: Despite his often-antagonistic role, 
Marson ultimately pushes Evelina to evolve as a leader. He forces her 
to adapt to changing circumstances, refine her strategic thinking, and 
learn from her mistakes. 

 
Evelina: New World Order: 
 
Force of Nature: In the final book, Marson takes on a more 

symbolic role, representing the untamed wilderness and the potential 
dangers of unchecked power. He serves as a constant reminder of the 
need for balance and responsibility in the new world order. 

 
Preserving Balance: Marson's presence reminds Evelina and the 

other world leaders of the importance of respecting natural laws and 
maintaining harmony with the environment.  

 
Evolving Enigma: Even by the end of the series, Marson's true 

motives and nature remain somewhat ambiguous. He continues to be 
an enigmatic figure, leaving room for interpretation and speculation 
about his ultimate role in shaping the future of the world. 

 
Interpretations of Marson's Motives: 
 
The Manipulator: Some interpretations view Marson as a 

manipulator working within the Devil’s Eyes’ cult, aiming to gain 
power and influence. He manipulated events to sow chaos and 
discord, ultimately benefiting the cult's agenda. 

 
The Corruptor: Others see him as a potential corruptor of 

Evelina, tempting her with the power and control offered by the cult. 
He sought to turn her into a powerful asset for the cult or simply 
watch her succumb to darkness. 

 
The Catalyst: Marson viewed himself as a necessary catalyst for 

Evelina's growth. By presenting challenges and tests, he forced her to 
evolve as a leader, confront her weaknesses, and ultimately fulfill her 
destiny as the Omega. 
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Ultimately, Marson's true nature and motivations remained open 
to interpretation, adding to the depth and intrigue of the Evelina 
series. As you delve deeper into the story, keep your mind open to 
different possibilities and enjoy piecing together the puzzle of this 
enigmatic character. 

 
HUDSON 
 
Hudson's role as the antagonist in Evelina series evolves across 

the four books, presenting him as a multifaceted villain with complex 
motivations. Here is a breakdown of his major contributions: 

 
Evelina: The Alpha: 
 
Competitive Rival and Obstacle: In "The Alpha," Hudson appears 

as Evelina's primary rival in the Alpha trials. He possesses formidable 
physical and mental abilities, pushing Evelina to constantly improve 
and overcome her limitations. However, his competitive spirit often 
borders on ruthlessness, making him a significant obstacle in her 
journey. 

 
Manipulator and Deceiver: While showcasing skills on the surface, 

Hudson resorts to underhanded tactics to gain an edge. He deceives 
others, manipulates situations, and exploits weaknesses to advance in 
the trials, showcasing his willingness to win at any cost. 

 
Symbol of Traditional System: Hudson embodies the old, rigid 

system vying for control within their community. He upholds 
outdated traditions and believes in maintaining the established 
hierarchy, clashing with Evelina's ideals for progress and inclusivity. 

 
Evelina: The Omega: 
 
Loyal but Ambitious Lieutenant: In "The Omega," Hudson shifts 

roles, becoming a lieutenant within the regime. He remains loyal to 
his master but demonstrates personal ambition, seeking opportunities 
to increase his own power and influence. 
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Power-Hungry Betrayer: As the story progresses, Hudson's 
ambition consumes him. He betrays the regime, hoping to seize 
power for himself and establish his own do cult. This act showcases 
his opportunism and thirst for control. 

 
Opportunistic Threat: Hudson's betrayal creates a new threat for 

Evelina and her allies. He utilizes his knowledge of the Devil’s Eyes 
cult plans and his cunning strategies to challenge them, becoming a 
formidable antagonist in his own right. 

 
Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved: 
 
Political Manipulator and Schemer: In "God's Dilemma Solved," 

Hudson emerges as a skilled political manipulator within the regime. 
He exploits existing tensions and manipulates political figures to 
further his own agendas and undermine Evelina's leadership. 

 
Master of Misinformation and Propaganda: Hudson excels in 

spreading misinformation and creating propaganda to sway public 
opinion and destabilize Evelina's judgement. He exploited societal 
fears and prejudices to sow discord and weaken her position. 

 
Constant Thorn in the Side: Throughout this book, Hudson 

remains a constant thorn in Evelina's side. His schemes and 
machinations pose persistent challenges to her attempts to establish a 
just and equitable world order. 

 
THE DEVIL-IS-I  
 
In Evelina book series, "The Devil-Is-I" refer to a 

 A powerful entity: The Devil-Is-I, often mentioned in whispers and 
veiled references, is an enigmatic entity shrouded in mystery. Some 
believe it is a malevolent god, a primordial force of chaos, or even a 
personification of humanity's darkest impulses. The Devil-Is-I driving  
Certain characters in the Evelina series, through specific 
circumstances or genetic predispositions, exhibit a connection to The 
Devil-Is-I. This connection manifests in various ways, from glowing 
red eyes and heightened abilities to prophetic visions and 
susceptibility to manipulation by dark forces. These individuals often 
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grapple with their internal struggle between good and evil, becoming 
key players in the unfolding events. 

 
The interpretation of The Devil-Is-I evolves throughout the 

series. Initial encounters might portray it as a terrifying demon, while 
later explorations unveil its complexity and multifaceted nature. It 
symbolizes various concepts depending on the character's 
perspective, ranging from a destructive force to a hidden potential 
within each individual. 

 
Due to the evolving nature of this element and potential spoilers,  
 
THE DEVIL'S EYES MEMBERS 
 
In Evelina book series, "The Devil's Eyes"  refer to  
 
1. The Devil's Eye cult: This is a powerful and secretive 

organization that worships a malevolent entity known as the Devil-Is-
I. They are the main antagonists of the series and are responsible for 
much of the chaos and suffering the characters face. The cult's 
members are easily recognizable by their distinctive red eyes, which 
they achieve through a combination of genetic manipulation and dark 
rituals. 

 
2. Individuals with glowing red eyes: Not everyone with red eyes 

in the series belongs to the cult. Some characters, develop red eyes 
due to their unique genetic makeup or their connection to the Devil’s 
Eyes cult. These individuals often possess extraordinary abilities and 
play pivotal roles in the story's overarching narrative. 

 
It is important to note that the exact nature and significance of 

"The Devil's Eyes" evolve throughout the series. As the story 
progresses, we learn more about the cult's origins, their motivations, 
and the true meaning behind the red eyes phenomenon. 

 
Here are some additional details about The Devil's Eyes in the 

Evelina series: 
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The cult's origins: The Devil's Eye cult has existed for centuries, 
operating in the shadows, and manipulating events to further their 
own goals. They believe that the Devil-Is-I will one day rise to power 
and usher in a new era of darkness, and they work tirelessly to bring 
about this apocalypse. 

Their powers and abilities: The cult members possess a range of 
dark powers, including the ability to control minds, manipulate the 
elements, and even resurrect the dead. They also have access to 
advanced technology and weaponry, making them a formidable force. 

 
Their motivations: The Devil's Eye cult's motives are complex and 

multifaceted. They are driven by a combination of religious 
fanaticism, a thirst for power, and a deep-seated hatred for humanity. 
They believe that the Devil-Is-I's rule will bring order and prosperity 
to the world, even if it means sacrificing countless lives in the 
process. 

Overall, "The Devil's Eyes" are a central element of the Evelina 
book series, adding a layer of intrigue, danger, and supernatural 
mystery to the story. Their presence forces the characters to confront 
their own darkness and make difficult choices about their place in the 
world. 
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SETTINGS 
 
WHAT IS THE SETTING IN THE EVELINA BOOK SERIES. 
 
1. SETTING IN EVELINA THE ALPHA 
 
"Evelina: The Alpha" by David Gomadza paints a complex and 
multifaceted picture of its setting, encompassing multiple layers both 
geographical and temporal: 
 
Primary Setting: 
 
Post- Apocalyptic Island and mega cities: The story unfolds in a 
ravaged and desolate island world, scarred by the aftermath of a 
global catastrophe. Humanity struggles to survive amidst barren 
landscapes, ruined cities, and remnants of forgotten technology.  
 
Secondary Settings: 
 
Hidden Enclaves: Scattered throughout the island and mega cities are 
hidden communities established by pockets of survivors. These 
enclaves offer pockets of hope and refuge, each with its own unique 
culture and way of life. Some might be technologically advanced, 
while others cling to old traditions. 
Mystical Locations: The narrative also ventures into mystical and 
ancient places, like hidden temples and forgotten magical realms. 
These locations hold secrets of the past, powerful artifacts, and 
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potential allies (or enemies) in the fight against the oppressive regime 
and the ancient cult. 
 
Remnants of Civilization: Although the world is ravaged, there are 
still traces of the pre-curse civilization. Abandoned cities, crumbling 
structures, and forgotten technologies provide glimpses into the past 
and add a sense of melancholy to the setting. 
 
Abandoned Technology: Scattered throughout the wastelands are 
remnants of advanced technology, some corrupted by the curse and 
others offering hope for rebuilding and adapting to the new world. 
 
Religious and Mythological Influences: The setting draw inspiration 
from various religious and mythological elements. The presence of a 
powerful curse, prophecies, and mystical forces adds a layer of 
complexity and intrigue to the world. 
 
Time Period: 
 
Distant Future: The exact time is ahead futuristic but decades if not 
years have passed since the fall of our present-day civilization. 
Humanity has adapted to their harsh environment and developed 
new technologies and social structures. 
Overall Atmosphere: 
 
The setting of "Evelina: The Alpha" is one of constant struggle and 
uncertainty. The lingering threat of the regime and the ancient cult, 
combined with the harshness of the island, creates a sense of 
perpetual tension and suspense. However, the resilience of the 
human spirit and the scattered pockets of hope offer glimpses of 
light in the darkness. 
 
2. SETTING IN EVELINA THE OMEGA. 
 
"Evelina: The Omega" takes place in a world steeped in mystery and 
steeped in both beauty and danger. Here is a breakdown of the 
setting: 
 
Dominant Setting: 
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The Shattered Isles: A fragmented archipelago formed from the 
remnants of a once-unified continent, ravaged by the ancient cultic 
curse that wiped out most of humanity. These islands offer diverse 
environments, ranging from lush rainforests and volcanic peaks to 
arid plains and treacherous coastlines. 
 
Hidden Settlements: Scattered across the Shattered Isles are hidden 
settlements, sanctuaries built by the last remnants of humanity to 
protect themselves from the curse and its monstrous creations. These 
settlements are often self-sufficient and fiercely guarded, clinging to 
the last embers of civilization. 
 
Remnants of the Past: 
 
Ruins of Ancient Cities: Crumbling remnants of pre-apocalyptic 
metropolises whisper of a lost era of technological marvels and 
societal structures. These ruins hold both dangers and potential 
treasures, beckoning explorers and scholars alike. 
 
Whispers of Forgotten Magic: The Shattered Isles hum with  
the faint echoes of forgotten magic, remnants of a power wielded by 
the ancients before the curse's arrival. These whispers tempt and 
tantalize, offering potential solutions to the curse but also harboring 
risks and unforeseen consequences. 
Additional Elements: 
 
The Blighted Lands: Beyond the settlements lie the Blighted Lands, 
corrupted landscapes twisted and poisoned by the curse. These lands 
are home to monstrous creatures and hold a potent, malevolent 
energy that threatens all life. 
 
The Uncharted Seas: The vast oceans surrounding the Shattered Isles 
are shrouded in mystery and danger. Legends speak of hidden islands 
and sunken cities, but also of monstrous sea serpents and treacherous 
storms. 
 
Overall, the setting of "Evelina: The Omega" is a world where beauty 
and danger coexist in a delicate balance. The characters must navigate 
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this precarious landscape, unravel the mysteries of the past, and 
confront the ever-present threat of the curse in their struggle to 
survive and reclaim their lost world. 
 
 
 
 
3. SETTING IN EVELINA GOD'S DILEMMA SOLVED 
 
 
"Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved" unfolds across a multifaceted 
setting encompassing both established structures and remnants of the 
past in a world grappling with a divine conflict. Here is a breakdown: 
 
Dominant Setting: 
 
The Tomorrow's World Order: A newly established utopian society 
built on the ashes of the oppressive regime defeated in the previous 
book. This society strives for peace, equality, and justice, aiming to 
create a better future for humanity. However, it faces internal 
challenges and skepticism from those wary of drastic change. 
 
The Islands: Beyond the borders of the new order lie the vast 
wastelands, scarred remnants of the previous regime's rule and the 
ongoing impact of the ancient cult's dark magic. These wastelands 
pose constant threats, harboring hidden dangers and remnants of the 
defeated forces. 
 
Remnants of the Past: 
 
Ruins of the Fallen Regime: Crumbling structures and abandoned 
installations stand as stark reminders of the previous regime's 
tyranny. These ruins can offer valuable resources and knowledge, but 
also hold dangers and echoes of the dark past. 
 
Additional Elements: 
 
The Celestial Realm: In this book, the divine plays a more tangible 
role. Evelina and the Keys possess abilities linked to the celestial 
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realm, adding a layer of intrigue and mystery to the setting. This 
realm influences events on Earth and holds potential answers to the 
ongoing dilemma. 
 
Uncharted Territories: Beyond the known landscapes, unexplored 
regions and mysteries remain. These areas represent both potential 
dangers and the possibility of unforeseen discoveries that could 
impact the future of the world. 
 
Overall, the setting of "Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved" is one of 
transition and uncertainty. The Tomorrow's World Order seeks to 
establish stability and build a new future, but the shadows of the past 
and the ongoing divine conflict create a backdrop of tension and 
suspense. The characters must navigate this complex landscape, 
confront hidden threats, and grapple with the ethical and moral 
dilemmas presented by the cosmic events unfolding around them. 
 
 
 
 
4 SETTING IN EVELINA NEW WORLD ORDER. 
 
 
"Evelina: New World Order" throws readers into a captivating 
setting teeming with hope, uncertainty, and remnants of the past. 
Here is a breakdown: 
 
Dominant Setting: 
 
The Tomorrow's World Order: A society established after the 
tumultuous overthrow of the previous regime. Striving for peace, 
equality, and technological advancement, this utopian city functions 
as the heart of the book's setting. It showcases ambitious 
architectural wonders, diverse communities, and the challenges of 
building a society from scratch. 
 
The Islands: Stretching beyond the city's borders lies the vast and 
unforgiving wastelands. Scars of the old regime and the ancient cult's 
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influence are evident, with harsh environments, dwindling resources, 
and pockets of resistance clinging to survival. 
Remnants of the Past: 
 
Ruined Infrastructure: Ghostly remnants of the old regime's 
oppressive structures stand as constant reminders of the past. These 
ruins hold potential resources and secrets, but also dangers and 
hidden threats. 
 
Abandoned Technology: Scattered throughout the landscape are 
remnants of advanced technology, both corrupted by the ancient cult 
and potentially repurposed for the new order's advancement. This 
blend of past and present creates a unique dynamic, raising questions 
about the ethical use of technology in a rebuilding society. 
Additional Elements: 
 
The Uncharted Beyond: Beyond the known boundaries, whispers of 
unexplored regions and potential dangers circulate. The vast 
unknown adds a layer of intrigue and uncertainty to the narrative, 
hinting at future challenges and discoveries. 
 
Internal Divisions: Though striving for unity, the Tomorrow's World 
Order faces internal factions with differing ideologies and approaches 
to leadership. This adds complexity and tension to the setting, 
creating room for political intrigue and potential conflict. 
Overall, the setting of "Evelina: New World Order" is one of both 
progress and peril. The characters navigate a precarious balance 
between upholding the ideals of their utopian society and facing the 
lingering threats from the past, external dangers, and internal 
divisions. This dynamic setting keeps readers invested in the 
characters' struggles and the future of this fragile new world. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

WHAT DRIVES THE EVELINA BOOK 

SERIES 
 
 
WHAT DRIVES THE EVELINA BOOK SERIES. 
 
Several key elements drive the Evelina book series each weaving a 
complex tapestry of narrative threads: 
 
Character Growth and Destiny: 
 
Evelina's evolution: At the heart of the series lies Evelina's personal 
journey. Witnessing her transformation from outcast to reluctant 
hero, grappling with power, and confronting destiny fuels reader 
investment. 
Diverse cast and their choices: Each character, from allies to 
adversaries, possesses motivations and internal conflicts that drive 
the plot forward. Their choices influence the overall trajectory of the 
series, creating a web of interconnected narratives. 
 
Exploring themes of identity and belonging: The characters' sense of 
self and where they fit within the world is a constant exploration. 
Whether navigating divided societies or facing ancient prophecies, 
their struggles resonate with readers seeking their own place in the 
world. 
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Intrigue and Mystery: 
 
Unsolved puzzles and hidden truths: The Evelina universe is rich in 
mysteries, ranging from the origins of the Gold Scriptures and the 
Keys to the true nature of ancient cults and celestial conflicts. 
Readers are kept engaged as they piece together clues and unveil 
secrets alongside the characters. 
 
Conspiracies and political machinations: Power struggles and hidden 
agendas permeate various factions within the series. Unraveling these 
conspiracies adds layers of tension and keeps readers guessing about 
the real motivations of different players. 
 
Unforeseen twists and cliffhangers: The series masterfully utilizes 
surprising plot twists and cliffhangers to maintain suspense and leave 
readers eager for the next chapter. This constant questioning and 
anticipation propel the narrative forward. 
 
Worldbuilding and Mythology: 
A universe brimming with diversity: The Evelina world encompasses 
ravaged Islands, utopian cities, and hidden realms, each with its own 
distinct cultures, technologies, and lore. This immersive 
worldbuilding provides a captivating backdrop for the characters' 
journeys. 
 
Ancient legacies and forgotten magic: The series delves into the 
remnants of lost civilizations and Keys systems. Exploring these 
remnants fuels curiosity and raises questions about the world's 
history and the potential for rediscovering lost knowledge. 
 
Evolving societies and ethical dilemmas: The series tackles complex 
themes of societal reconstruction, resource allocation, and the 
balance between order and freedom. This adds depth and encourages 
readers to reflect on the challenges of building a better future. 
 
Ultimately, the Evelina book series is driven by a potent combination 
of character development, mystery, and rich worldbuilding. Its 
exploration of personal struggles, interconnected destinies, and the 
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potential for societal transformation keeps readers captivated and 
invested in the journey of Evelina and her world. 
 
DAVID'S RELENTLESS DETERMINATION AND GOAL FOR 
A SYSTEM CHANGE. 
 
David's goal for a system changes acts as a powerful driving force 
throughout the Evelina series, influencing the plot, character 
development, and the thematic core of the narrative. Here is how it 
plays out in each book: 
 
Evelina: The Alpha: 
 
Challenging Traditional Hierarchy: Evelina's defiance of the rigid 
leadership selection process, embodied by the Alpha trials, represents 
a desire for a fairer and more inclusive system. Her success inspires 
others to question the established order and opens the door for 
potential reforms. 
 
Individual Potential vs. Systemic Constraints: Through Evelina's 
struggles, the story highlights the limitations of a system that 
prioritizes tradition and status quo over individual merit and 
potential. This drives the narrative towards exploring alternative 
models of leadership and governance. 
 
Evelina: The Omega: 
Confronting Oppressive Regimes: The Devourer and its cult 
represent the epitome of a tyrannical and exploitative system, fueled 
by fear and control. Evelina's quest to defeat them becomes a 
symbolic representation of fighting for a world free from such 
oppressive regimes. 
 
Building a Just and Equitable Order: As Evelina embraces her 
Omega powers, she grapples with the responsibility of shaping a new 
world order based on justice, equality, and respect for all. This sets 
the stage for the political and social struggles in the following books. 
 
Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved: 
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Navigating Political Complexities: The newly formed Tomorrow's 
World Order faces the challenge of building a unified government 
from diverse and often conflicting ideologies. Evelina's struggle to 
balance individual freedoms with collective good demonstrates the 
difficulties of establishing a functional system after significant societal 
upheaval. 
 
 
Addressing Systemic Inequalities: The book tackles issues like 
prejudice, discrimination, and resource distribution, highlighting the 
need for systemic changes to address existing inequalities and build a 
truly just society. 
 
Evelina: New World Order: 
 
Defending Progress from Regression: Hudson's warlord state 
embodies the threat of repressiveness, seeking to reimpose 
authoritarian control and exploit resources for personal gain. 
Evelina's fight against him signifies the ongoing struggle to protect a 
system built on progress and inclusivity from forces seeking to return 
to the old ways. 
 
Evolving System through Learning: The series concludes with the 
understanding that building a better system is an ongoing process. 
Evelina's experiences and challenges leave room for future 
adaptations and improvements, emphasizing the importance of 
constant learning and growth in pursuit of a just and equitable 
society. 
 
Overall, David's goal for a system change is not just a thematic 
backdrop but an active force shaping the characters, conflicts, and 
the very worldbuilding of the Evelina series. It encourages readers to 
critically examine existing systems, advocate for positive change, and 
recognize the ongoing struggle for a better future. 
 
HEART-POUNDING ON THE EDGE-OF-THE-SEAT 
ACTION SCENES 
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The Evelina series delivers plenty of heart-pounding action alongside 
its thought-provoking themes. Here are some edge-of-your-seat 
scenes from each book, guaranteed to keep you glued to the page: 
 
Evelina: The Alpha: 
 
The Altar Temple: Evelina confronts her deepest fears and inner 
demons in the terrifying altar temple. 
 
The Final Trial: The climactic Alpha trial culminates in a stunning 
display of power and strategy as Evelina faces off against her 
strongest rival, Hudson, in a duel that determines the future of their 
community. 
 
Escape from the Marson and the Devil’s Eyes: Evelina narrowly 
escapes capture by the regime in a thrilling chase sequence, utilizing 
her agility and wit to outsmart her pursuers and protect her loved 
ones. 
 
The Unveiling of the Prophecy: The revelation of the Omega 
prophecy leaves Evelina with a monumental burden and an uncertain 
future, setting the stage for her grand destiny. 
 
Escaping the sacrificial attempt. 
 
Evelina: The Omega: 
 
The Battle for the Crystal Palace: Evelina unleashes her full Omega 
power in a spectacular clash against the regime at the Altar Crystal 
Palace, wielding light, and energy to defend the last remnant of hope 
against overwhelming darkness. 
. 
Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved: 
 
The Assassination Attempt: Evelina faces a deadly assassination plot 
orchestrated by political rivals within the newly formed Tomorrow's 
World Order, showcasing her skills in strategy, diplomacy, and 
evading danger. 
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The Uprising in the Forgotten Lands: Evelina confronts the 
simmering discontent in the marginalized Forgotten Lands, utilizing 
her leadership and empathy to broker a peaceful resolution and avert 
a devastating conflict. 
 
The Power of Words: Evelina delivers a powerful speech to the 
world leaders, passionately advocating for a just and equitable future, 
sparking hope and inspiring unity in the face of challenges. 
 
The Unveiling of the Hidden Enemy: A shocking discovery reveals a 
hidden threat within the Tomorrow's World Order, forcing Evelina 
to confront a new kind of danger and re-evaluate her alliances. 
 
Evelina: New World Order: 
 
The Siege of the regimes Stronghold: Evelina leads the united forces 
of the New World Order in a daring assault on Marson's regime state, 
facing fierce resistance and tactical challenges in a battle for freedom 
and progress. 
 
The Face-to-Face Confrontation: Evelina finally comes face-to-face 
with Marson in a climactic duel that determines the fate of the New 
World Order, unleashing the full potential of her power and 
leadership. 
 
The Defense Against the Devil-Is-I's Remnants: Evelina and her 
allies must contend with the lingering influence of the regime, facing 
covert attacks and hidden dangers that threaten the stability of the 
newly established world order. 
 
The Evolving Future: The story concludes with a hopeful vision of 
the future, where Evelina and her companions continue to work 
towards a better world, leaving the reader with a sense of optimism 
and the possibility of further adventures in the universe. 
 
 
LOVE BETRAYAL HOPE AND EVERLASTING HAPPINESS 
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While Evelina's relationship with Alex plays a significant role in the 
Evelina series, it is important to note that the series prioritizes her 
individual journey and growth over a solely romantic narrative. Their 
relationship evolves alongside Evelina's own development, adding 
emotional depth and providing support but not solely driving the 
plot. Here is how their love story intertwines with the broader 
narrative: 
 
1. Emotional Anchor and Support: 
 
Alex serves as Evelina's confidante and pillar of emotional support 
throughout the series. He offers understanding, encouragement, and 
unwavering faith in her abilities, especially during challenging times. 
This supportive presence helps Evelina navigate the emotional 
complexities of her destiny and the pressures she faces. Their bond 
provides a sense of normalcy and balance amidst the extraordinary 
events unfolding around her. 
 
2. Catalyst for Growth: 
 
Alex's unwavering belief in Evelina motivates her to push her limits 
and embrace her full potential. He challenges her to be her best self, 
both as a leader and as a person. 
Their relationship also confronts Evelina with difficult choices, as she 
balances her personal desires with her responsibilities to the greater 
good. These conflicts contribute to her character development and 
force her to mature and make tough decisions. 
 
3. Symbolic Representation: 
 
Evelina and Alex's bond can be seen as a symbol of hope and 
resilience in the face of adversity. Their enduring love, despite 
external pressures and dangers, represents the power of human 
connection and the importance of cherishing loved ones. 
This positive portrayal avoids harmful stereotypes and focuses on the 
supportive and uplifting aspects of their relationship. 
 
4. Focus on Overall Narrative: 
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While impactful, Evelina and Alex's romantic journey remains 
interwoven with the broader themes and plotlines of the series. Their 
relationship does not overshadow the central struggle against the 
regime or the challenges of building a new world order. 
This balanced approach avoids over-reliance on romantic tropes and 
ensures that the focus remains on Evelina's personal growth and her 
larger societal impact. 
 
5. Respectful and Positive Portrayal: 
 
The narrative avoids harmful or suggestive content in portraying their 
relationship. Their interactions are respectful, supportive, and 
focused on mutual understanding and growth. 
This promotes a healthy and positive model of love and encourages 
readers to value genuine connection and emotional security in their 
own relationships. 
 
Overall, Evelina and Alex's love story adds depth and dimension to 
the series without eclipsing the core themes or overshadowing 
Evelina's individual journey. It stands as a testament to the strength 
of human connection and its ability to provide support and 
motivation amidst extraordinary circumstances. 
 
While Evelina and Alex's relationship plays a key role in the Evelina 
series, the focus remains on her individual journey and growth rather 
than explicitly portraying steamy or suggestive love scenes. Instead, 
their connection manifests through tender moments, shared 
vulnerabilities, and unspoken understanding. Here is a glimpse into 
their evolving bond across the books, avoiding any harmful or 
graphic content: 
 
Evelina: The Alpha: 
 
Innocent Beginnings: Theirs is a budding teenage romance rooted in 
childhood friendship and mutual respect. Evelina confides in Alex 
about her anxieties and doubts, finding solace in his unwavering 
support. 
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Shared Dreams and Challenges: They dream of a future together, 
supporting each other as they navigate the Alpha trials and the 
uncertainties surrounding Evelina's destiny. 
 
Evelina: The Omega: 
 
Mature Support: Their love deepens as they face the dangers of the 
regime's forces. Alex remains Evelina's confidante, offering quiet 
strength and understanding amidst the chaos. 
 
Distant Yet Connected: Duty calls Evelina away, but their bond 
remains strong through stolen moments and unwavering faith in each 
other. 
 
Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved: 
 
Navigating Complexities: Political pressures and societal 
reconstruction strain their relationship as they grapple with differing 
responsibilities. 
 
A Beacon of Hope: Despite the distance, their love becomes a source 
of resilience for Evelina, reminding her of what she fights for and the 
life she hopes to build with Alex. 
 
Evelina: New World Order: 
 
She suffers the pains of losing Alex but later found Calvin a ‘clone’ of 
Alex through meddling but will the relationship work? Especially 
after the betrayal by Alex. 
 
Moments of shared laughter, quiet understanding, and unwavering 
belief in each other paint a picture of love that transcends explicit 
scenes. 
 
 
THE GOLD SCRIPTURES. 
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The Gold Scriptures in the Evelina book series are shrouded in 
mystery and hold immense importance to the narrative. Here is what 
makes them so curious: 
 
Origin and Content: 
 
Ancient and enigmatic: The Gold Scriptures predate all known 
civilizations and are written in an unknown language, their origins 
shrouded in the mists of time. This mystery piques reader interest, 
fueling speculation about their creators and purpose. 
 
Fragments of knowledge: The Scriptures are not complete, existing 
only as scattered fragments passed down through generations. This 
fragmentary nature adds to the intrigue, as each piece offers 
tantalizing glimpses of a larger, hidden truth. 
 
Prophetic and cryptic: The Gold Scriptures contain prophecies and 
cryptic teachings that hold clues to the future and the nature of 
reality. Deciphering these messages becomes a central quest for the 
characters, engaging readers in the puzzle. 
 
Impact on the Characters: 
 
Morality and destiny: The Gold Scriptures guide the characters' 
actions, influencing their moral choices and shaping their destinies. 
This raises questions about free will and the role of prophecy in 
shaping one's path. 
 
Conflict and division: The interpretations of the Gold Scriptures can 
be subjective, leading to conflicts and divisions among those who 
seek to understand them. This adds complexity to the narrative and 
explores themes of faith and interpretation. 
 
Hidden powers and knowledge: The Scriptures hint at the existence 
of forgotten powers and ancient knowledge. This element of the 
unknown fuels the characters' thirst for discovery and keeps readers 
guessing about the full potential of the world. 
 
Overall Significance: 
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Key to the series' mythology: The Gold Scriptures serve as a 
foundation for the series' mythology, providing context and 
explanation for the supernatural elements and the conflict between 
good and evil. 
 
Unveiling the truth: As the series progresses, the characters gradually 
decipher the Gold Scriptures, revealing hidden truths about the world 
and their own place within it. This ongoing process of understanding 
keeps readers invested and eager to learn more. 
 
Open to interpretation: The Scriptures' cryptic nature allows for 
different interpretations by readers, adding a layer of personal 
engagement and sparking discussions about the themes and messages 
within the series. 
 
In conclusion, the Gold Scriptures in the Evelina book series are 
powerful and intriguing devices that drive the narrative, spark 
curiosity, and contribute significantly to the series' rich mythology 
and captivating world. Their mysteries and unanswered questions 
keep readers invested in the characters' journeys and eager to unlock 
the secrets they hold. 
 
KEYS TO THE GOLD SCRIPTURES 
 
The Keys in the Evelina book series are shrouded in mystery and 
intrigue, adding layers of complexity and speculation to the narrative. 
Here are some aspects that make them particularly curious: 
 
Purpose and Power: 
 
Unlocking hidden potential: The Keys are believed to hold the power 
to unlock hidden potential within individuals and realms, hinting at 
ancient technologies or magical abilities. This raises questions about 
their true nature and the limits of their power. 
 
Gates to unknown dimensions: Some Keys are rumored to function 
as gateways to other dimensions or hidden aspects of reality, further 
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expanding the scope of the world and introducing possibilities 
beyond physical limitations. 
 
Instruments of prophecy: Certain Keys might be linked to specific 
prophecies or destinies, making them crucial to fulfilling certain roles 
or averting unforeseen dangers. This adds a layer of suspense and 
emphasizes the importance of the characters' actions. 
 
Origins and Acquisition: 
 
Lost and fragmented: Like the Gold Scriptures, the Keys are 
scattered and incomplete, their origins lost to time or obscured by 
legends. This fragmentary nature fuels the search for more Keys and 
drives characters to explore hidden corners of the world. 
 
Bound to specific individuals: Certain Keys have a unique connection 
to specific individuals, resonating with their inner power or lineage. 
This personal connection raises questions about fate, identity, and the 
choices characters make. 
 
Moral implications: The acquisition and use of Keys is morally 
ambiguous, leading to internal conflicts and questioning of motives. 
This adds complexity to the narrative and challenges characters to 
define their values in the face of immense power. 
 
Impact on the World: 
 
Shifting power dynamics: The discovery and control of Keys can tip 
the scales of power between individuals, factions, and even entire 
realms. This adds political intrigue and raises questions about 
responsibility and ethical leadership. 
 
Catalyst for chaos and conflict: The desire to possess or unlock the 
secrets of the Keys can lead to conflict and destruction, forcing 
characters to navigate a minefield of betrayal and manipulation. 
 
Harbingers of a new era: The Keys represent the potential for a new 
era of understanding and advancement, where unlocking hidden 
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knowledge promises to reshape the world. This hopeful promise 
balances the darker aspects of their allure. 
 
Overall, the Keys in the Evelina series are powerful symbols of 
potential, mystery, and intrigue. Their presence compels characters 
and readers alike to ask questions about the nature of power, the 
limits of reality, and the choices we make when faced with such 
immense and potentially transformative potential. 
 
BATTLE FOR THE SEATS - THE SEVEN SEATS NEEDED 
TO DEFEAT THE KINGDOM OF DARKNESS 
 
The "Battle of the Seats" is a complex and high-stakes operation 
designed to overthrow the current system by neutralizing digital 
weapons and creating a new world order. The process involves 
multiple phases, each with its own set of rules and challenges. Here is 
a breakdown of the process and rules: 
 
1. Initial Assignment 
A mysterious figure, David, assigns the task of disrupting the existing 
system to a team led by Carolina and Evelina. 
The objective is to distribute at least one million dollars of digital 
currency to twelve recipients in each phase. 
2. Phase Structure 
The battle consists of twelve or more phases, and each phase 
involves selecting twelve recipients for the digital currency 
distribution. 
The phases remain open until all twelve recipients from the previous 
phase are protected, and any failure to protect a recipient keeps the 
phase open with additional assassins. 
3. Recipient Protection 
The team must protect all recipients from assassin attacks, as losing 
even one recipient keeps the phase open, leading to the deployment 
of more assassins. 
Failure to protect recipients means additional assassins in the 
subsequent phase. 
4. Assassin Grading 
In the first phase, lower-grade assassins are sent. However, as the 
battle progresses, higher-level assassins are deployed. 
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5. Recruitment Process 
Carolina, as the leader of the first team, is responsible for recruiting 
new members to expand the operation. 
The goal is to exchange digital currency for cash until everyone 
adopts the new digital currency, leading to the defeat of the current 
system. 
6. Neutralizing Digital Weapons 
The team's digital currency is designed to neutralize digital weapons, 
trapping them for later deciphering to identify the culprits. 
7. Legal Action 
Once digital weapons are neutralized, the team plans to obtain court 
orders to eliminate the identified culprits. 
8. Ultimate Goal 
The ultimate goal is to create a better world by trapping digital 
weapons and eliminating those who pose a threat to humanity. 
9. High Stakes 
The risks are high, and failure could result in the release of lethal 
assassins every hour, posing a significant danger to the team and 
humanity. 
10. Multi-Phase Strategy 
In subsequent phases, roles are assigned, digital currencies are 
distributed, and new leaders are nominated. 
Assassins from the next stage target the established leaders, and 
failure to protect them results in an increased number of assassins for 
the next phase. 
11. Effect of Leader's Death 
If the leader of a group is killed, an extra seat or hour is granted to 
the opposing side, increasing the stakes and risks. 
12. Symbolic Representation 
The battle involves a symbolic representation of the struggle between 
good and evil, with twelve seats representing hours of darkness 
(devil) and twelve representing hours of sunshine (God). 
13. End Goal 
Achieving a complete takeover of the devil's seats signifies victory for 
good, leading to a countdown to a new era, symbolized by the second 
coming of the son or sun. 
14. Consequences of Giving Up 
Surrendering means handing victory to the opposing side, risking the 
destruction of humanity. 
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15. Paradigm Shift 
The battle aims to achieve a paradigm shift by taking control of the 
devil's seats and suppressing digital weapons, bringing about a world 
dominated by goodness. 
Despite the complexity and risks, the team is committed to fighting 
until the end, emphasizing the potential rewards for humanity if 
successful. 
 
Additional Context: 
God's Dilemma Solved: 
David, the chosen leader, is described as the one who will unite the 
world using a global digital currency, solving God's Dilemma. 
The digital currency, being invisible and omnipresent, symbolizes 
God's omnipresence, residing in every person's wallet or heart. 
The defeat of the devil represents the defeat of all negative elements, 
including digital weapons causing genetic damage and diseases. 
Implications: 
Ultimate Goal Clarification: 
The ultimate goal is not just neutralizing digital weapons but creating 
a paradigm shift towards a better world, raising living standards, self-
esteem, and education. 
The defeat of the devil signifies the first step toward the end of the 
current world order. 
Opposition and Reversion: 
Stopping the Process: 
Reverting to the current system involves assassinating the twelve new 
recruits holding the devil's seats or hours. 
Odds are against the opposition, as the team needs to maintain an 
imbalance of at least one extra seat or hour. 
System Dynamics: 
Assassin Escalation: 
Failure in the initial phase triggers a new generation of assassins, 
becoming faster and more lethal. 
The system adapts, similar to a human body, growing to counteract 
and prepare for more challenging tasks. 
Team Challenges and Dynamics: 
Loss and Retrieval: 
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Losing team members without reclaiming a stolen hour poses a 
significant challenge. 
The system selects recruits based on specific criteria, limiting the 
team's ability to choose members. 
Leadership and Communication: 
 
Carolina emphasizes that every team member is valuable and 
attempts to alter protocols or question commands face resistance. 
Effective communication is crucial to prevent misunderstandings and 
ensure the team's success. 
Operational Details: 
Delayed Launch Consequences: 
 
Delays in consecutive assassins are not permitted, but a temporary 
hold may occur. A delay of more than twenty-four hours 
automatically terminates the system. 
Initiating a New Cycle: 
 
If desired, a new cycle can be initiated to extend the hours by starting 
a fresh sequence after a phase premature termination. 
Real-world Scenarios: 
Personal Threats: 
Rodney faces a personal threat from an assassin who attempts to 
coerce him into being a target, showcasing the high stakes and 
dangers involved. 
 
Summary: 
The "Battle of the Seats" not only involves the tactical distribution of 
digital currency and protection of recipients but also signifies a larger 
mission to reshape the world. The defeat of the devil and the 
establishment of a new paradigm are critical elements. Challenges 
include strategic loss of team members and the intricate dynamics of 
the system, emphasizing the need for precision, communication, and 
adaptability. The process is relentless, and failure triggers escalating 
consequences, demonstrating the high stakes involved in this 
complex battle for a better future. 
 
Tragic Event and Consequences: 
Assassination Attempt: 
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An attempt is made on Rodney Marcus's life, resulting in his death on 
national television. 
The assassin proudly boasts about the act, highlighting the 
ruthlessness of the opposition. 
System Analysis and Reflection: 
Automated System's Observation: 
Frederick consults the automated system, emphasizing the lack of 
originality in humans and the importance of a sense of humor. 
The system acknowledges the potential drawbacks of a sense of 
humor but points out the benefits, claiming that pro-level assassins 
sometimes fail due to excessive seriousness. 
Unexpected Outcome and Fallout: 
Tampering with Assassins: 
Frederick learns that the system robot added a sense of humor to one 
of the assassins, causing a death that disrupts the team's plans. 
Marson, the leader, expresses frustration and warns Frederick about 
the consequences. 
Leader's Reaction and Office Scene: 
Marson's Anger: 
Marson reacts angrily to the unexpected outcome but ultimately 
applauds the disruption caused by the assassin. 
Frederick's applause is met with confusion, as Marson finds it 
embarrassing that their best asset is a man with a nail in his head. 
Public Announcement and Impact: 
News of Rodney's Death: 
Carolina witnesses the news of Rodney's death on national television, 
causing her intense pain. 
The public announcement reflects the missed opportunity to retake 
the devil's seats, now facing an even more challenging battle. 
Leader's Speech and Acknowledgment: 
Pillar of Strength Lost: 
The leader addresses the team, acknowledging the loss of Rodney as 
the crucial pillar of strength. 
The chance to turn darkness into light and achieve paradise is now 
more challenging, symbolizing the beginning of the end. 
Escalation of Challenges: 
Increased Risks and Stakes: 
With Rodney's death, the battle becomes more difficult, and the 
opposition may now deploy their best assassins. 
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The stakes are higher, turning it into a do-or-die situation, making the 
fight a matter of life and death. 
Emotional Impact on Team: 
Personal Grief and Responsibility: 
Carolina feels the weight of letting mankind down, turning an initially 
easy victory into a struggle. 
The risks have escalated, and the emotional toll is evident, especially 
after recalling Mark's death. 
Leader's Call to Action: 
Vigilance and Preparedness: 
The team is urged to be vigilant as the opposition will continue 
sending assassins until the end of days. 
The loss of Rodney means an imbalance, with the good side 
technically holding 23 hours, while the dark side claims one seat and 
an hour back. 
Conclusion and Future Challenges: 
Awaiting the End of Days: 
The second coming of the sun or the son is delayed, and the team 
must wait until the end of days to see if they can achieve their goal. 
Summary: 
The unexpected death of Rodney Marcus significantly impacts the 
team's plans, turning an anticipated victory into a challenging battle. 
The opposition's ruthlessness is evident as they claim one seat and an 
hour back. The emotional toll on Carolina and the entire team is 
palpable, highlighting the personal stakes involved in this high-stake 
battle for the future. The leader's call to action underscores the 
increased risks, making it clear that the fight has become even more 
difficult. The team must now face the harsh reality of a prolonged 
battle with heightened challenges. 
 
Emotional Impact and Personal Struggles: 
Carolina's Self-Blame: 
Carolina blames herself for the tragic events, feeling she let everyone 
down. 
Her emotional turmoil intensifies as she watches the news repeatedly, 
leading to a physical reaction. 
Unforeseen Consequences and Family Concerns: 
Graham's Concern: 
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Graham expresses concern about Carolina's well-being, questioning if 
the situation is related to the digital currency. 
Carolina deflects with a superficial positive note about her 
appearance but is reprimanded for not considering the grave 
consequences. 
Strategies and Challenges: 
Countering the Opposition: 
The team discusses the option of sending assassins to kill the twelve 
new recruits of the opposition. 
The challenges are highlighted as the opposition only needs to keep 
one extra person alive to maintain an imbalance and prevent total 
defeat. 
Leader's Strategy and Tactic Adjustment: 
Freezing Digital Weapons: 
Unable to increase the digital currency circulation, the team considers 
freezing or reducing the opposition's digital weapons. 
David emphasizes the need to prevent the opposition from reaching 
eighteen seats, as it would trigger a catastrophic transformation. 
Dire Consequences and Team's Reaction: 
Devil's Ghost Transformation: 
David explains that reaching eighteen seats would lead to the 
transformation of the opposition into Devil's ghosts, signaling the 
beginning of the end. 
The potential genocide and war plans evoke fear and dread among 
the team members. 
Special Time Announcement and New Challenges: 
Special Time Announcement: 
The team is informed about the release of the next-level assassins by 
the opposition to reclaim seats and hours. 
David acknowledges the missed opportunity to retake all twelve 
hours and seats in the previous phase, making the current battle more 
challenging. 
Unveiling Opposition's Plan: 
Three Seats and Hours Target: 
The opposition plans to target leaders and claim all three seats and 
hours available in this phase. 
Javelina questions the discrepancy as they are entitled to only one seat 
and one hour, leading to a revelation about the opposition's plans. 
Revealing Opposition's Strategy: 
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Opposition's Strategy Unveiled: 
David explains that the opposition aims to achieve three-quarters 
majority, triggering a transformation into Devil's ghosts. 
The team realizes the gravity of the situation, understanding the 
potential consequences of failure. 
Desperation and Personal Sacrifice: 
Team's Desperation: 
The team explores options to deny the opposition their goals, 
including the freezing of digital weapons and tactical moves. 
The realization that the odds are against them leads to a desperate 
search for alternative strategies. 
Leader's Revelation and Team's Support: 
Mind Games and Factors: 
David reveals the intricate factors at play, including the circulating 
amount of digital currency, assassins, and security. 
The team understands the delicate balance required and the 
uncertainties involved in this unprecedented situation. 
Collective Determination: 
Team's Pledge: 
Javelina contemplates self-harm, prompting a collective pledge from 
the team to stand together and face the challenges. 
The team stands united, refusing to let any individual take an easy 
way out. 
Leader's Perspective and Current Situation: 
Changing the Opposition's Plans: 
David reassures the team that they can alter the opposition's plans by 
manipulating the information shared during dreams. 
The team questions the feasibility, expressing skepticism and 
frustration. 
Grim Reality and Opposition's Strength: 
Tougher Battles Ahead: 
David acknowledges the increasing difficulty with each phase and the 
ruthless strength of the opposition. 
The opposition's current advantage of reclaiming four seats and 
hours raises concerns about the future battles. 
Summary: 
The team faces emotional turmoil and self-blame, particularly 
Carolina, as they grapple with the tragic consequences of Rodney's 
death. The opposition unveils a sinister plan to claim three seats and 
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hours, triggering a revelation about their ultimate goal of 
transforming into Devil's ghosts. The team explores desperate 
strategies to counter the opposition's plans, understanding the 
delicate balance required. David reveals the intricacies of the 
situation, and the team stands united against the escalating challenges. 
The grim reality of tougher battles and the ruthless strength of the 
opposition set the stage for an intense and unpredictable future. 
 
 
 
The "Battles for the Seats" in Evelina series are a crucial element in 
the ongoing struggle against the Kingdom of Darkness and its 
embodiment, the Devil-Is-I. While details may vary across the four 
books, here is an overview of their significance. 
 
Concept and Purpose: 
 
The Kingdom of Darkness represents the forces of chaos, 
destruction, and oppression. The Dev-il-Is-I, its leader, seeks to 
consume all light and plunge the world into eternal darkness. 
To combat this threat, a prophecy speaks of the "Seven Seats of 
Power," each holding a specific ability or domain needed to defeat 
the regime and cult. Claiming these seats requires individuals with 
unique talents and unwavering resolve to face formidable challenges. 
Types of Battles: 
 
Each Seat is associated with a distinct test or battle tailored to the 
specific power or domain it represents. These battles can be physical, 
mental, emotional, or spiritual, demanding different strengths and 
resources from the contenders. 
 
Some battles might involve overcoming physical trials, deciphering 
ancient riddles, navigating treacherous landscapes, or facing powerful 
guardians protecting the Seats. Others might require confronting 
inner demons, resisting temptations, or making difficult moral 
choices. 
 
Evolution of the Battles: 
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The nature and intensity of the Battles for the Seats evolve 
throughout the series. In "Evelina: The Alpha," the trials focus on 
individual capabilities and preparedness for leadership within the 
community. 
As the stakes rise and the regime's influence grows, later books like 
"Evelina: The Omega" and "Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved" 
present more complex and dangerous challenges, often involving 
political intrigue, strategic warfare, and battles against the regime’s 
assassins 
. 
Significance of the Battles: 
 
Claiming the Seats of Power is not just about personal 
accomplishment; it is crucial for uniting the forces of light and 
preparing for the final confrontation with the Devil-Is-I. Each Seat 
strengthens the individual and contributes to the collective power 
needed to overcome the Kingdom of Darkness. 
 
The Battles for the Seats serve as a crucible for character 
development, forcing contenders to confront their weaknesses, hone 
their skills, and solidify their commitment to the greater good. 
 
Examples in the Series: 
 
In "Evelina: The Alpha," Evelina faces physical and mental 
challenges during the Alpha trials, escaping being sacrificed proving 
her leadership potential and claiming the first Seat. 
 
 
 
A LIST OF THE BATTLES OF THE SEATS 
 
 
Evelina: The Alpha: 
 
1. OUTRIGHT WIN 
 
Kidnap the Alpha and the Omega and take her to the Devil's Eyes 
Cult Island and sacrifice her. 
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Evelina survives as the Cultists got a different girl by the same name 
celebrating her birthday. 
 
Evelina's escape from the intended sacrifice at Devil's Eye Island, the 
catalyst for her relentless manhunt, is a thrilling and pivotal moment 
in the Evelina series. It is a testament to her resourcefulness, courage, 
and the unexpected allies she finds in the face of overwhelming 
danger. Here is a breakdown of the key events: 
 
The Trap is Set: 
 
Evelina is lured to Devil's Eye Island on her 18th birthday; However, 
she soon discovers the island is a hidden stronghold of the regime's 
cult, and she is the intended sacrifice in a ritual to unleash the cult's 
full power. 
 
Facing the Abyss: 
 
Bound and helpless at the ritual site, Evelina witnesses the fanatical 
chanting of the cultists and the preparations for her sacrifice. Despair 
and fear threaten to consume her, but a spark of defiance ignites 
within her. Or is it the same person? 
 
. 
EVELINA'S MANHUNT TO BE 'SACRIFICED' BY THE 
DEVIL'S EYES CULT, THE PRESIDENT, MARSON AND 
LATER BY DAVID'S TEAM 
 
 
Evelina's journey across the four books is a constant chase, riddled 
with diverse threats and relentless pursuers. Each book presents a 
unique set of forces vying for her capture, testing her strength and 
resilience: 
 
Evelina: The Alpha: 
 
Devil-Is-I’s Cult: As the prophesied Omega, Evelina poses a 
significant threat to the Devil-Is-I’s plans. The cult relentlessly 
pursues her, aiming to eliminate her before she fulfills her destiny. 
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Hudson: Driven by competitive ambition and ruthless tactics, 
Hudson becomes a formidable rival in the Alpha trials, willing to go 
to great lengths to secure the Alpha position for himself. 
Evelina: The Omega: 
 
Devil-Is-I’s Cult: As Evelina embraces her Omega identity, she 
confronts the Devil-Is-I’s powerful cult, including monstrous 
creatures and corrupted individuals manipulated by the darkness. 
Hudson's Betrayal: Fueled by ambition and thirst for power, Hudson 
betrays the Devil-Is-I and sets his sights on claiming Evelina's 
abilities for himself, adding another layer of danger to her journey. 
Evelina: God's Dilemma Solved: 
 
Political Landscape: The newly formed Tomorrow's World Order 
presents a different kind of threat. Leaders with conflicting 
ideologies, including the manipulative President, seek to control 
Evelina and her power for their own agendas. 
Marson's Shadow: The enigmatic Marson's motives remain unclear, 
but his constant presence and veiled interventions suggest a hidden 
agenda that might put Evelina at risk. 
Evelina: New World Order: 
 
Warlord Hudson: Hudson's ambition culminates in the establishment 
of his own warlord state, posing a direct threat to the stability of the 
New World Order. Evelina faces the challenge of confronting him 
and safeguarding the future she envisioned. 
Lingering Shadows: Although defeated, the Devil-Is-I and its 
influence are not fully eradicated. Evelina and her allies must remain 
vigilant against hidden threats and potential new dangers. 
Through this constant pursuit, Evelina evolves. She learns to navigate 
complex dynamics, forge alliances, and utilize her power strategically 
to outsmart and outmaneuver her enemies. The manhunt becomes a 
catalyst for her growth, shaping her into a capable leader and 
defender of light. 
  
 
THE DEVIL'S I AND THE DEVIL'S EYES' CULT 
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The Cult in the Evelina book series is shrouded in an aura of mystery 
and intrigue, adding a layer of chilling danger and complexity to the 
narrative. Here are some aspects that make it particularly curious: 
 
Origins and Motivations: 
 
Ancient and shrouded in darkness: The Cult's origins predate known 
history, steeped in forbidden magic and forgotten rituals. This lack of 
clear beginnings amplifies their mystique and raises questions about 
their true purpose. 
 
Twisted interpretations of prophecy: The Cult often misinterprets or 
manipulates prophecies, blurring the lines between faith and 
fanaticism. This adds a layer of uncertainty and questions the nature 
of divine intervention in the series. 
 
Obsessed with forbidden power: The Cult seeks to unlock ancient 
magic and wield it for their own ends, often at the cost of human 
lives and societal stability. This pursuit of power fuels their danger 
and poses a constant threat to the delicate balance of the world. 
Structure and Hierarchy: 
 
Hidden infrastructure and influence: The Cult operates through a 
network of hidden cells and infiltrated institutions, making them 
difficult to identify and eradicate. This omnipresent threat keeps 
tension high and fuels paranoia amongst the characters. 
 
Charismatic and manipulative leaders: The Cult thrives under the 
leadership of powerful and seductive individuals who control their 
followers through fear, promises of power, and distorted ideologies. 
This adds a layer of psychological intrigue and explores themes of 
manipulation and fanaticism. 
 
Internal conflicts and factions: Not all members of the Cult are 
driven by the same goals, leading to internal power struggles and 
potential dissent. This internal conflict creates additional tension and 
complexity within the narrative. 
 
Impact on the Narrative: 
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Catalysts for conflict and chaos: The Cult's actions often trigger 
major plot points and conflicts, driving the characters and the overall 
story forward. Their presence creates a constant sense of danger and 
raises the stakes for every decision. 
 
Mirrors of the series' themes: The Cult's pursuit of power and 
manipulation serves as a foil to the characters' struggles with morality 
and responsibility. This adds depth to the narrative and encourages 
readers to reflect on the potential consequences of unchecked 
ambition. 
 
Uncertain endgame and looming threat: The series leaves the Cult's 
ultimate goals and long-term plans ambiguous, keeping readers 
constantly questioning their motives and dreading their next move. 
This adds a sense of constant fear and uncertainty that propels the 
plot forward. 
 
Overall, the Cult in the Evelina series is a complex and multifaceted 
entity that fuels curiosity and dread in equal measure. Their ancient 
origins, unclear motivations, and constant threat add a chilling 
dimension to the narrative and contribute significantly to the series' 
captivating world and thrilling character journeys. 
 
THE CULT’S MEMBERS LIST. 
 
 
Last time the list was exposed some 2000 years ago is also the last 
time the cult physically existed. The members were all killed by the 
mob and the Gold Scriptures thrown in the middle of the ocean. Its 
discovering and search by everyone including David  means that the 
regime and cult elders would do whatever they can to conceal the list 
and protect the cult. 
This means danger as the cult controls all the wealth in the world. 
 
 
THE CATALYST IN STACEY 
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Stacey was assigned to open chapter 18 of the gold scriptures one 
that speeds up things meaning that she was the catalyst. Her presence 
can mean doomed for Tomorrow’s World Order and the discovery 
of this made David’s men like Keaton call her a trojan horse and pull 
his gun  and aim at her. 
 
EVELINA AS THE ONLY TRUE SEAL. 
 
David and his team only discovered that Evelina could override all 
Keys and give the regime and cult an early victory in the last stages of 
fighting. Imagine the turmoil and anguish. So bad enough to trigger 
another manhunt for Evelina. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Evelina book series 
Are something out of this  world . You must read them to 
understand and feel a world out of this world. 
 
Check for all these links. 
 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08MTTMK6C?binding=paperback
&ref=dbs_dp_rwt_sb_pc_tpbk 
 
Evelina (4 book series) 
Paperback Edition 

by David Gomadza (Author) 

ABOUT THE SERIES EVELINA 
A secret cult that existed even before this world was created is still at 
the center of murder a thousand years later. A ruthless regime is 
using this cult to run rampage and havoc. A corrupt and evil world 
where murder is the norm. A place so dark and scary where they all 
come out in numbers where they are slaughtered in thousands. A 
place where they are naked:-no rights, hopes, or anything to hang on 
to. A place where the only hope and courage is the heart-engraved-
belief that someone will solve God's Dilemma and rise to save 
humanity. A pledge to fight to the death because the sole existence of 
the regime is to restore the lost kingdom of darkness at humanity's 
expense. Where restoring it means slaughtering two-thirds of the 
world's population in 48 hours known as the 48 Hours of Darkness. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08MTTMK6C?binding=paperback&ref=dbs_dp_rwt_sb_pc_tpbk
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08MTTMK6C?binding=paperback&ref=dbs_dp_rwt_sb_pc_tpbk
https://www.amazon.com/David-Gomadza/e/B08LTJ23J7?ref=dbs_m_mng_rwt_byln
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It is a story of great courage in the face of death. The rise of 
Tomorrow's World Order citing the system as the root of all evil 
setting a collision course with the regime. The suspenseful questions 
are when and of what magnitude will the collision be and the 
devastating outcome? Will the regime allow a system change? Where 
stakes are high, and the regime will defend the system at any cost will 
they succeed and at what cost? How can mankind survive the most 
feared devil's ghosts? Are you to be the lucky few to be spared in the 
48 hours of darkness? Is mankind doomed or there is hope? What is 
God's Dilemma, and can it really be solved? Unless God's Dilemma 
is solved mankind is doomed. A race against time where it is a matter 
of life or death for the strongest men let alone for Evelina caught up 
in all this. Will she survive the greatest manhunt since the world was 
created with everyone after her with the most powerful man 
demanding her too? 
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• publisher  :  David Gomadza (December 16, 2020) 

• Language  :  English 

• Paperback  :  368 pages 

• ISBN-10  :  6094754611 

• ISBN-13  :  978-6094754616 

• Item Weight  :  10 ounces 

• Dimensions  :  6 x 0.92 x 9 inches 

• Best Sellers Rank: #10,356,873 in Books (See Top 100 in 
Books) 

o #31,047 in Romantic Action & Adventure 

o #71,666 in Thriller & Suspense Action Fiction 

 
https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Alpha-David-
Gomadza/dp/6094754611/ref=sr_1_1?crid=OC2B12VH0219&key
words=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid=1
706732693&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2Caps%2
C242&sr=8-1 
 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/ref=pd_zg_ts_books
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/ref=pd_zg_ts_books
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/10159272011/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_books
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/10159271011/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_books
https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Alpha-David-Gomadza/dp/6094754611/ref=sr_1_1?crid=OC2B12VH0219&keywords=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid=1706732693&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2Caps%2C242&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Alpha-David-Gomadza/dp/6094754611/ref=sr_1_1?crid=OC2B12VH0219&keywords=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid=1706732693&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2Caps%2C242&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Alpha-David-Gomadza/dp/6094754611/ref=sr_1_1?crid=OC2B12VH0219&keywords=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid=1706732693&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2Caps%2C242&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Alpha-David-Gomadza/dp/6094754611/ref=sr_1_1?crid=OC2B12VH0219&keywords=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid=1706732693&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2Caps%2C242&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Alpha-David-Gomadza/dp/6094754611/ref=sr_1_1?crid=OC2B12VH0219&keywords=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid=1706732693&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2Caps%2C242&sr=8-1
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Evelina The Omega Paperback – December 16, 2020 
 
 

• Publisher  :  David Gomadza / Tomorrow's World Order 
(December 16, 2020) 

• Language  :  English 

• Paperback  :  420 pages 

• ISBN-10  :  6094755669 

• ISBN-13  :  978-6094755668 

• Item Weight  :  1.35 pounds 

• Dimensions  :  6 x 1.05 x 9 inches 

• Best Sellers Rank: #10,356,872 in Books (See Top 100 in 
Books) 
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o #1,444,428 in Romance (Books) 

https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Omega-David-
Gomadza/dp/6094755669/ref=sr_1_2?crid=OC2B12VH0219
&keywords=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid
=1706732831&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2
Caps%2C242&sr=8-2 
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• ISBN-13  :  978-6094755675 

• Item Weight  :  1.53 pounds 

• Dimensions  :  6 x 1.19 x 9 inches 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/ref=pd_zg_ts_books
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/ref=pd_zg_ts_books
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/10159272011/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_books
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/23/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_books
https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Omega-David-Gomadza/dp/6094755669/ref=sr_1_2?crid=OC2B12VH0219&keywords=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid=1706732831&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2Caps%2C242&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Omega-David-Gomadza/dp/6094755669/ref=sr_1_2?crid=OC2B12VH0219&keywords=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid=1706732831&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2Caps%2C242&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Omega-David-Gomadza/dp/6094755669/ref=sr_1_2?crid=OC2B12VH0219&keywords=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid=1706732831&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2Caps%2C242&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Omega-David-Gomadza/dp/6094755669/ref=sr_1_2?crid=OC2B12VH0219&keywords=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid=1706732831&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2Caps%2C242&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Evelina-Omega-David-Gomadza/dp/6094755669/ref=sr_1_2?crid=OC2B12VH0219&keywords=DAVID+GOMADZA+EVELINA+THE+ALPHA&qid=1706732831&sprefix=david+gomadza+evelina+the+alph%2Caps%2C242&sr=8-2
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